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INTRODUCTION 
The development of current genetic selection theory is de­
pendent largely on the efforts of early workers- Fisher, 
Wright and Haldane put the deductive theory of natural and 
artificial selection on a firm probabilistic basis. In 
general, this theory applies to simple situations involving 
a single locus. However, this early work has provided classi­
cal Mendelian genetics with a mathematical language which can 
be extended to many diverse problems. Plant and animal breed­
ers generally work with traits which are determined by an un­
known number of alleles at an unknown number of loci. In ad­
dition the types of gene effects and gene frequencies encoun^ 
tered are subject to much question. 
Mathematical description of polygenic inheritance in 
complex genetic situations results in a multitude of unknown 
quantitives and a limited capacity for estimation. The 
initial and continued testing of the quantitative genetic 
theory involves the estimation of the unknown parameters. 
Simplifying assumptions are necessary both in theory and in 
practice to reduce the problem of estimation of parameters 
to manageable proportions. These assumptions, if untrue, can 
result in large departures from reality. 
The techniques for genetic progress by selection are 
varied. The success or failure of these techniques depends 
on the relative magnitude of the unknown parameters. The 
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utility of the mathematical theory depends on the degree to 
which the assumptions conform to the genetic situation. 
The question, then, is how can we best examine particu­
lar selection methods. The final test of any selection theory 
must be by experimentation with appropriate biological or­
ganisms. Tests with biological material have certain severe 
limitations. 
(1) The scope of the experiment required for reliable re­
sults is often beyond the available resources. 
(2) The length of time required for successful evalua­
tion of the selection method may be prohibitive. 
(3) The gene frequencies, gene effects, number of loci 
etc., involved are seldom if ever known for a complex 
character. 
(4) The existing theory may be deficient in certain re­
spects, and the results obtained will be confounded 
by these deficiencies. 
In recent years numerical methods have been used in 
quantitative genetics research to simulate the stochastic 
process of selection in order to minimize some of these limita­
tions. This technique of simulation has been termed Monte 
Carlo. The feasibility of Monte Carlo type studies is sug­
gested because of certain basic genetic mechanisms: 
(1) Classical genetics has shown that inheritance has a 
relatively simple probabilistic mechanism. 
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(2) By the use of high speed electronic computers, the 
basic probabilistic mechanism can be simulated rapid­
ly without errors of computation. 
The Monte Carlo technique allows the experimenter to 
study the forces of selection and true population parameters 
throughout its random walk. Thus, many of the limitations of 
biological material are not involved with Monte Carlo simula­
tion. On the other hand, simulation studies are subject to 
errors of a different type. These errors result from the at­
tempt to draw generalities from a specific set of starting con­
ditions. 
The purpose of the present study is to examine more close­
ly certain aspects of genetic selection based on progeny 
performance. The breeding method under critical examination 
in the entire work is reciprocal recurrent selection (RRS) 
as proposed by Comstock, Robinson and Harvey (14). The study 
is composed of two broad parts: (1) a theoretical development, 
(2) a Monte Carlo simulation. The factors which relate to the 
effectiveness of RRS are examined, and the potentials and 
limitations of the reciprocal selection technique are dis­
cussed. The relationship of gene effects and gene frequency 
to hybrid vigor are also demonstrated. The Monte Carlo simula­
tions begin with selected starting parameters and the changes 
with successive cycles of selection are presented. 
The goal is to present relationships which will permit 
the breeder to modify the existing breeding methods to better 
fill his specific needs. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The body of literature relating to genetic selection is 
large. For the purposes of the present study, only certain 
areas need be reviewed. The following have been selected as 
background for the work to follow; (a) cyclic selection 
based on progeny tests, (b) certain topics concerning hetero' 
sis and degree of dominance, (c) Monte Carlo genetic simula­
tions. In all except the last category the relevant litera­
ture has strong ties to corn breeding. This is to be ex­
pected, since the breeding procedures which are closely ex­
amined in this investigation were originated by corn breed­
ers and have been the object of large economic and intellec­
tual investment. 
Selection Based on Progeny Tests 
Following the early dramatic increases in yield due to 
hybridization in corn, the later yield increases from use of 
second and third generation inbred lines often proved to be 
disappointing. Attempts to reisolate superior inbred lines 
from open pollinated varieties also met with limited success. 
Impressive improvements have been made in agronomic traits, 
but yield increases were more elusive. 
Recurrent selection 
As an outgrowth of a number of experiments which suc­
cessfully isolated good combining Sq and plants, Jenkins 
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(35) proposed a system to improve the source material prior 
to inbred isolation. The steps in the procedure are: 
(a) Isolate one generation selfed lines (S^). 
(b) Test these lines in top crosses for yield and other 
important attributes. The top cross tester suggest­
ed was the parent population. 
(c) Intercross the group of selfed lines judged superior 
on the basis of top cross evaluation. 
(d) Repeat the process. 
The method was also suggested for production of synthetic 
varieties where hybrid corn may not be economically feasible. 
This breeding method was later to be classed as recurrent 
selection for general combining ability. 
Sprague and Taturn (73) defined "general combining 
ability" and "specific combining ability" in terms of all 
possible crosses among a group of inbred lines as follows: 
General combining ability is used to designate the 
average performance of a line in hybrid combinations. 
Specific combining ability is used to designate those 
cases in which certain combinations do relatively 
better or worse than expected from the average perform­
ance of the lines involved. 
Formulae for calculating these quantities and data were pre­
sented. 
It was Hull (32, 33, 34) who first used the term "re­
current selection". He proposed a breeding plan which was 
termed recurrent selection for specific combining ability. 
The source material for this breeding plan consists of a 
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heterozygous population (recurrent parent) and an inbred test­
er which is to eventually serve as one parent for the commer­
cial hybrid. The plan is: 
First year - Self-pollinate 100 or more plants in the 
heterozygous population and cross each one separately 
to a number of inbred tester plants. 
Second year - Evaluate the yield performance of the 100 
test crosses. 
Third year - Grow the selfed seed of 10 or more plants 
which had higher yielding test crosses and make numerous 
crosses between lines. 
Fourth year - Repeat year one. 
The over-riding consideration given as justification for the 
breeding method is the assumption that hybrid vigor is mainly 
the result of heterozygote superiority (overdominance). The 
object of much experimentation has been to verify or refute 
this assumption. The major controversy inspired by this paper 
was concerning the relative importance of dominance versus 
overdominance in corn yield. A criticism brought out by Hull 
himself is that the inbred selected at the start of the pro­
gram may be obsolete by the time the commercial hybrid is 
ready for production. 
Reciprocal recurrent selection (RRS) 
In 1949 Comstock, Robinson and Harvey (14) presented a 
breeding procedure (RRS) which was reported to make maximum 
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selection progress regardless of the level of dominance. 
This paper is fundamental to later presentation and will be 
reviewed in some detail. 
The foundation materials from two sources, designated 
population A and population B, are used. It is stressed that 
the two sources should be chosen to be as genetically diver­
gent as possible. 
Year 1 - Self-pollinate about 200 plants in A and at 
the same time outcross each plant to four or five plants 
taken at random from B. Perform the same operations 
with 200 B plants tested by a random sample of A plants. 
Year 2 - In field trials evaluate the test cross progeny 
performance for each of the sources. 
Year 3 - Plant the selfed seed from plants which had 
high performing test crosses and make all or a large 
number of single crosses between lines within each source 
group. This provides source material for the next cycle. 
Two alleles per locus, no epistasis and linkage equilibrium 
are assumed throughout in the following theory of RRS. If 
the alleles at a particular locus are denoted by G and g, 
the coded genotypic values may be represented as follows: 
Genotype Genotypic value 
GG 2u 
Gg u + au 
gg 0 
Let p denote the frequency of the more favorable allele, G, 
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in the selection population, and q denote the frequency of G 
in the tester population. Then the selection and test cross 
arrays may be displayed as follows: 
Selection Test cross Genotypic 




















X is the frequency of G for the particular selection geno­
type. For simplicity of presentation it is assumed that the 
inbreeding is zero. 
In order to determine the selection pressure on G, one 
can calculate the regression of X on the performance of the 
test cross progenies, Y. The regression is 
Cov(X,Y) 
bXY = • ' Vy ' 
Where Vy is the variance of test-cross progeny means. Then 
the expected value of X is 
E(X) = p2 + p(l-p) = p , 
and the expected value of Y is 
E(Y) = [p(l+a) + q(l+a) - 2apq ] u . 
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This is also the mean of the hybrid resulting from random 
crosses between the two populations. Thus 
Cov(X,Y) = E(XY) - E(X)B(Y) 
= 2p^qu+p^(l-q) (u+au)+p(l-p)qu+|-p(l-p)(u+au 
-p[p(l-a)+q(l+a)-2apq]u 
= |-p(l-p)[l+(l-2q)a]u 
b^Y = p(l-p)[l+(l+a-2aq]u/2Vy . 
Let the selection differential be s ^ Vy, where s is the dif­
ferential in units of the standard deviation of progeny means. 
Then the expected change in gene frequency as a result of 
selection is 
The hybrid population mean was found to be 
U = [p(l+a)+q(l+a)-2apq]u . 
If selection changes p to p + and q to q + then 
U*= [(p46p)(l+a)+(q*A%)(l+a)-2a(p*A^)(q*A^)]u . 
The change in the hybrid mean as a result of selection is 
By ignoring the term involving the product of small terms, Ap 
equation expresses the improvement in hybrid performance from 
one cycle of selection. Thus the change in the hybrid mean is 
[p(l-p)(l+a-2aq)2 + q(l-q)(l+a-2ap)2 ] u^s / 2 . (2) 
and 
(1) 
U* - U = [Ap(l+a)^q(l+a)-2ai^q-2aZ:^P-2aApA^] u. 
and Aq, and using equation 1 to simplify, the resulting 
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Similar formulae are developed for two other breeding systems. 
Method one involves a procedure classed as a general combin­
ing ability selection method, in which two heterozygous 
sources are crossed to a common tester. This method differs 
from RRS only in the choice of a common tester instead of 
using the alternate heterozygous population as the tester. 
Method two is Hull*s recurrent selection for specific combin­
ing ability. 
Rates of progress by these two methods were compared to 
rate of progress by RRS in the following cases: 
(a) Method one was compared to RRS for partial and com­
plete dominance. No comparison is made in the over-
dominant range, since method one is supposedly not 
"adapted" to selection when overdominance is present, 
(b) Method two was compared to RRS only for overdomin­
ance, because the authors considered that method two 
is not effective for partial and complete dominance. 
The over-all conclusion drawn from these two comparisons was 
that under no circumstances would RRS be more than slightly 
inferior to the better of the two alternate methods. RRS was 
found to be definitely superior to selection for general com­
bining ability for loci at which there is overdominance or 
any system analogous to overdominance due to linkage. Also, 
RRS was found to be definitely superior to Hull*s method for 
loci at which there was partial dominance. The authors con-
eluded that the extension to multiple alleles would not serious 
ly alter the comparison of the methods. A comparison of 
limits of selection was also presented. Dickerson (16) dis­
cusses and elucidates the comparison of RRS with recurrent se­
lection for specific combining ability. His conclusions are 
in essential agreement with those of Comstock e_t (14). 
In 1952 Bell et. (5) presented modifications neces­
sary to adapt Hull's method and RRS to selection in poultry. 
The relative usefulness of the two recurrent selection pro­
cedures compared to the standard closed flock selection is 
discussed. An advantage of RRS not possessed by the other 
methods is that the breeder would start with strains exhibit­
ing some heterosis when crossed. The operation should be com­
mercially sound from the start, since the test cross progeny 
would be of high economic value. There would not be the tre­
mendous cost in time and facilities demanded by an inbreeding 
program. The conclusions drawn by the authors concerning the 
relative merits of the three breeding methods for different 
degrees of dominance are in agreement with those of Comstock 
et al. (14). 
Schnell (63) in 1961 was the first to point out the incon­
sistencies in use of the terms general combining ability and 
specific combining ability. It was pointed out that the defini­
tions of Sprague and Tatum (73), given earlier, need not be 
confined to homozygous lines or individuals. However, if the 
extension to a population of heterozygous material is made. 
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one must be more definite about the extended definitions of 
combining ability. On one hand the point of view may be tak­
en that there is some specific testing with RRS. The basis 
implicit in this argument is that both populations involved 
may be regarded as individual members of some super-popula­
tion of all existing varieties. Then the definitions of 
general and specific combining ability might be made with re­
spect to this super-population. These definitions would ap­
pear to be much too broad to be of practical value. On the 
other hand, the definitions might equally well be made on an 
intra-population basis. On this basis the set of lines used 
as testers for general combining ability is usually regarded 
as a random sample from some population with broad genetic 
base. This, of course, is the testing system used by RRS and 
if the second way of looking at the definitions is used, it 
is apparent that RRS utilizes only general combining ability. 
Further comparisons were made by Schnell (63) between 
RRS and recurrent selection using a single cross tester (Hull's 
method). It was found that Hull's method was not inferior and 
may offer better possibilities at loci with multiple alleles 
interacting in an overdominant manner. 
Recurrent selection according to Griffing 
Griffing (28) has used a different technique to find pre­
diction formulae for all possible selection methods which can 
be generated by one or two random mating populations. Using 
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the intra-population definitions of general and specific com­
bining ability of Schnell (63), all of these methods are 
classed as general combining ability (g.c.a.) selection meth­
ods. 
With two populations designated by and Qlg the enu­
meration of all possible tester systems can be made. 
Selected Tester Populations 
populations gHb ^ 
aHb ^aa "^ab 
m ^bb 
represents the testing system in which elements of ^.re 
tested by random elements of All possible mating systems 
from these four tester systems are: 
^aa Tab '^ba 
^aa aa^aa aa^ab aa^ba aa^bb 
Tab ab^ab ab^ba ab^bb 
^ba ba^ba ba^bb 
Tbb bb^bb 
The symbol represents the mating of selected ele­
ments of the i-th and k-th populations, tested by the j-th 
and the 1-th populations respectively. It is apparent that 
ab^ba represents RRS. 
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Parameters of the populations for a single locus Let 
m 




2 (aPi^^tAk^ ~ gametic array for . 
k=l 
Then 
2 (aPi)(bPk)(aAi)(bAk) = zygotic array for aJTo -
Let the genotypic value of (a^i^^tAk^ be a^^. Then the un-
coded genotypic mean of is 
= ?, (aPi)(bPk) ^ ik • 
ik 
The genotypic mean of measured as a deviation 
from a is 
d = a 
ab a^b^ ik •• » 
so that 
ab^O ?%(aPi)(bPk)(abdaibk) = ° 
The additive effect of the population A allele, in 
aJTo is 
ab®^a^ ~ ^ ^bPk)(abdaibk) » 
and for the alleles 
" |CaPi>(ab<Saibk) • 
The intra-locus interaction associated with (aAi)(bAk) ^  
abilô is 
"k 
Thus the model is defined as 
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ab^aibk " (mb^aibk " ab^ai " bfSc^ 
ab^a^b^ ab°^i ^ b^^b^ ab^a^bj^. . 
The total genotypic variance 
o^G = 2, (aPi)(bPk)(abdaibk) 2 
ik 
2^(aPi)(bPk)(ay^ai ba'^b^ ^ ab^aib^)^ 
= Z(aPi)(ad*ai)^ + 2(bPk)(ba^bk)^ + ? (aPi)(bPk) * 
1 k ik 
(at/aibk)^ 
because all cross product terms vanish. Then the total genet­
ic variance can be denoted by 
2 o2 * ? 
* G = ab° A* baP%^ + ab°Dab, 
and the total additive variance in the hybrid, al^O» is 
2 - 2 . 2 
ab^A ab Aa ba^A^, ' 
The g.c.a. of the genotype (^A^X^Aj) in when tested by 
^TTq is the mean of the following half-sib array: 
i ^^bPk)(bAk)[(aAi)+(aAj)] = i^ab'^ai alf^~ ab'^^aj * 




1 * (i / ab^h.s.) ab^a^aj 
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i = selection differential measured in terms of g.c.a. 
and 
2 
ab°h.s. = variance of half-sib progeny means. 
Selection The consequences of one cycle of selection 
can be obtained for all mating systems by first finding the 
results for the generalized mating system, ab^cd* The appro­
priate subscript substitutions can be made for specific re­
sults. 
The gametic array for each side of ab^cd must be obtained. 
That is for |Q when tested by and for jHo when tested 
by JTo- The frequency of (aAi)(aAj) following selection is 
(aPi)(aPj) ab^a^aj' the gametic array of the selected in­
dividuals is 
^j^aPi^aPj^^ab'^a^a[(a^i^ + taAj)] - ^ Qpi^^a^i) 
where 
aPi = Z^gPi)(aPj) atKa^aj 
Z^aPi)(aPj) 
r ' 2a4.s. 
Similarly, 
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cPk - cPk [l + 
1 
T (cd°G ->] 
cdOh.s. 
Thus, the mean of the hybrid which results from the mat­















neglecting the high order term 
icMl=-
, o 2(aPi)(at^i)(ac'^i)+- 1 Z(cPk)(c(M:k^^ca'^k) 
'ab°h.s. ^ '^cd^^n.s. k *" 
^ab^ê.s. 
#---(Cov(ayXa. acC<a.)+2 & Cov(cd°tk,ca%k)- (3) 
'cd*^h. s. 
At this point Griffing assumes a constant variance of 
half-sib means, but for purposes of later discussion the ex­
plicit results for each mating system will be written out. 
For the present let the mating system symbol, a^^cd* repre­
sent progress from selection. By appropriate subscript sub­






— —  Laa h.s  
2(aaO Ag) (4) 
aaMab ? ^ (aaG Ag) + —3 CovCaa^a» ab*^) 
aa^h.s. ab°h.s .  
(5) 
aa^ba = ^ ^2 ab^)"*" 9 (bao A^^) 
of  ^ ba h .s .  Laa h .s .  
( 6 )  
aa^bb - 2 & Gov(aa%, af^) + ..og CovC^a^ti,bb^b) 
^Vi c Du n.s. _ 
(7) 
aà h.s .  
ab^ab " 2 —^ 2 CovCab'^a, aa°<a) 
ab h.s .  
( 8 )  
ab^ba " % )] 
ab h.s .  
(9) 
ab^b 2 é (ab^a^"^ ^0^ Cov(t)a^bi bb^b^ 
ab^h.s .  bbrh.s .  
(10) 
ba^ba = k 2 Cov<ba°<b. bft) 
ba^h.s  
(11) 
ba^bb = 9 1 CovCb^^b' blf^b^ 1 (bb'^b) 
ba°h.s .  bb°h.s ,  
(12) 
bb^bb = ^ ^ ^(bb^Ab^ 




CovCaa'^a, a A) = S(aPi)(aa*ai)(at^ai) 
GovCba^b* bb°^b^ ~ ^ ^bPk) (atf^b^)(bt^bj^) * 
Equations 4 through 13 give the progress of the mean due to 
one cycle of selection. Progress from n cycles of selection 
was obtained by multiplying n times the progress from one 
cycle. 
if a constant variance of half-sib progeriy means is as­
sumed, the results of one cycle of selection can be presented 
as in Table 1. 
Table 1. Mating systems with means for one cycle of selection 
^aa Tab Tba Tbb 
(1) aa^aa (2) aa^ab (3) aa^ba (4) aa^bb 
^aa p 1=211 /ii=U+Y PI=Y+Z 
(5) ab^ab (G^ab^ba (7) ab^bb 
Tab Pl=2Y yUj^=V+W ^i=v+z 
(8)baMba ba^bb 
Tba /Jl=2Z ^2=Z+X 
(10) bb^bb 
^bb 
y = K[Cov(,,\_ aiM,)] 
Z = KtCovCba^^b. bb^))] 
W = Kiba^At,^ 
X = K[Cov(aa°^, ab°4)] 







It will be noted that the progress from selection for 
these mating systems is based on additive genetic variance or 
the covariance of additive effects. 
Griffing extended these results to two or more loci which 
may be linked. For these cases it was found that selection 
progress was based on the additive genetic variances and co-
variances, plus the interlocus additive-by-additive variances 
and covariances. It was demonstrated that if selection was 
relaxed, the contributions due to linkage and epistasis tended 
to disappear. This leaves as permanent gains only those 
contributions due to the additive genetic variances and co-
variances. Even when additive-by-additive epistatic effects 
contribute to the immediate response to selection, it is only 
those effects due to genes at different loci from the same 
population that make a contribution. Thus, it is concluded 
that RRS and closely related types of selection utilize g.c.a. 
only. 
In a later paper Griffing (27) made comparisons of po­
tentials for the g.c.a. selection methods. Severe restric­
tions were placed on the starting populations before the com­
parisons could be made. These restrictions were in the form 
of certain types of equilibrium conditions. The limited range 
of starting conditions which were allowed would seem to leave 
some question as to the applicability of the results to a 
practical breeding situation. For this reason a detailed re­
view of this paper is not given. Some interesting observa-
21 
tions concerning the relation between multiple alleles and 
the choice of a breeding method are presented» 
According to Griffing*s development, once a breeder de­
cided to utilize heterosis (a hybrid) as the final product of 
selection, then the choice of mating systems is either 3, 4, 
6 or 7 from Table 1. First consider the case of partial 
dominance and when 77^ and T)^ contain a different set of al­
leles. All the above four mating systems invariably fail to 
realize the maximum potential inherent in the allelic system. 
The basic difficulty in all four of these mating-selec-
tion methods is that gene exchange does not occur between the 
populations which are to be crossed to produce the final 
product. Therefore, the changes which occur in andTj^ 
must take place in their own closed systems. The procedure 
suggested to circumvent this problem is to make the cross 
TTa select individuals from the pooled population (per­
haps several generations of mass selection), split the popula­
tion into two parts,11% and7%, and initiate RRS. The im­
portant point is that both populations contain all alleles in 
the system for every segregating locus. 
A similar advantage may be obtained in the overdominant 
case by forming this common gene pool, but proof of a higher 
potential in all cases is not evident. The potential will not 
be lowered by pooling. 
Given the gene pool and subsequent division, the argument 
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can then be made that RRS is the only method which has con­
sistently superior hybrid potential when compared with all 
the other selection methods. 
Experimental results from recurrent selection 
The data from breeding experiments on recurrent selec­
tion using progeny testing are by necessity slow to accumu­
late. The early experiments using recurrent selection were 
with com. Later applications were made to poultry, Droso-
phila, Tribolium castaneum (flour beetle), sweet clover and 
rye. 
Data from corn Only a short account will be given of 
phenotypic recurrent selection since this is not the primary 
area of interest. Phenotypic recurrent selection, which is a 
form of mass selection, is useful for highly heritable traits. 
Sprague and Brimhall (68), Sprague ^  (70) and Sprague 
(65) reported considerable advantage of phenotypic recurrent 
selection over selfing and selection for increase in the oil 
content of the corn kernel. Jenkins (36) succeeded in im­
proving the resistance of corn to Helminthosporium turcicum 
for three cycles of selection. Penny ejb (55) increased 
resistance to the European corn borer in two strains of com. 
Most of the literature on phenotypic recurrent selection sug­
gests considerable superiority compared to selfing and se­
lection for highly heritable traits. 
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Recurrent selection based on progeny tests may be classi­
fied into three categories (64): 
(a) recurrent selection for general combining ability 
(a broad base tester), 
(b) recurrent selection for specific combining ability 
(Hull's method) and 
(c) reciprocal recurrent selection. 
Recurrent selection for g.c.a. Lonnquist has pub­
lished a number of papers reporting the results of recurrent 
selection for g.c.a, (46, 47, 48, 50, 52). This breeding 
method is used by Lonnquist for the dual purpose of producing 
a high yielding synthetic variety for release commercially in 
marginal corn producing areas and to maintain a desirable 
gene pool for other uses. 
Three cycles of selection have been completed on 5 dif­
ferent populations. The mean performance of the 5 popula­
tions as a percent of hybrid U.S. 13 is 94.1, 104.5 and 105.5% 
respectively for cycles 1, 2 and 3. The mean performance of 
all possible crosses among these 5 populations was 107.5, 
115.6 and 119.0% for cycles 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Agronom­
ic characters other than yield were improved simultaneously. 
It was concluded that recurrent selection for g.c.a. provides 
a means for increasing the frequency of favorable alleles and 
thus modifying combining ability. The higher frequency of 
favorable alleles would be a better source for extracting new 
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inbred lines. 
Sprague and Brimhall (68) presented the results of one 
cycle and Penny ejt (55) presented three additional cycles 
of a recurrent selection program on the Stiff Stalk Synthetic 
(SSS) with la. 13 as tester. An increasing yield trend was 
demonstrated, however, 4 cycles of recurrent selection re­
sulted in a yield increase of only 5.2 bushels per acre. The 
authors pointed out, "This amounts to a disappointing 1.2 per 
cent increase per cycle over the original population." 
The g.c.a. selection methods may differ in one important 
aspect. The tester may be the original population as suggested 
by Jenkins, or it may be a broad base tester chosen by the 
breeder. The theoretical aspects of this difference will be 
discussed later. 
Recurrent selection for s.c.a. The results presented 
under this heading will be from experiments that use an in­
bred line or single cross tester. 
Horner et. âi* (30) have completed 3 cycles of selection 
using a single cross tester. The progress expressed as a 
percent of the control is: 
all test crosses 93, 95 and 107% and 
selected test crosses 106, 109 and 122%. 
Genetic variability is still present and further progress is 
expected. 
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Two cycles of selection from each of two open pollinated 
varieties were reported by Sprague ej^ (72). The measures 
of progress were the yields of the varieties, Lancaster and 
Kolkmeier, times the inbred tester, Hy. 
Table 2, Average yields from successive cycles of recurrent 
selection for specific combining ability 
Cross Yield (BU./AO) 
Lancaster Co X Hy 76.4 
Lancaster Cl X Hy 80.3 
Lancaster C2 X Hy 82.9 
Kolkmeier Co X Hy 69.1 
Kolkmeie r Cl X Hy 76.1 
Kolkmeier 
^2 X Hy 89.1 
The data in Table 2 are the summary of three year's evalua­
tion. The genetic advances of 6.5 and 20.0 bushels per acre 
in the two populations were statistically significant. The 
yields of the populations Lancaster and Kolkmeier were essen­
tially unchanged. 
The results of 5 cycles of selection starting with a syn­
thetic variety are presented by Thompson and Harvey (75). 
In the first cycle the synthetic was tested by top cross to 
an open pollinated variety. A single cross tester was used 
for the remaining 4 cycles. Results expressed as a per cent 
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of the mean of two control varieties are 77.8, 86.0, 94.2, 
96.7, and 98.8%, for cycles one to five respectively, 
Lonnquist (48) conducted 3 cycles of selection on an 
open pollinated variety with a single cross tester. The yield 
increase was 94.6 to 103.7 bushels per acre after 3 cycles of 
selection. 
Two additional populations in the Iowa breeding program 
have been selected for specific combining ability. As re­
ported by Penny ^  (55) two cycles have been completed. 
One open pollinated variety, Alph, and the F2 generation of 
a single cross, WF9 x B7, were each selected on the basis of 
the test crosses to the inbred line, B14. The mean test 
cross yields for the Alph populations were 111.3, 117.4 and 
127.3 for the initial population, cycle 1 and cycle 2 respec­
tively. The corresponding yields for the single cross popu­
lation were 119.8, 123.4 and 123.6. The approximate 7 per 
cent per cycle improvement in the Alph material is encouraging, 
but the improvement in the single cross is very mediocre. 
In a recent paper Horner ejt (31) compared recurrent 
selection for g.c.a. and recurrent selection for s.c.a. using 
a common gene base. A very broad base synthetic was used in 
each of the two programs. In one experiment the synthetic 
was tested by an inbred line and in the other experiment the 
tester was the synthetic itself. After four cycles of selec­
tion, the progress, as measured by the mean test cross per­
formance, was somewhat larger for the broad-based tester pro­
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gram. The populations were crossed to 11 unrelated testers 
in each of the first three cycles. This was an effort to de­
termine if the progress made in each selection program would 
be reflected in the performance of hybrids with unrelated 
sources. The conclusion reached by the authors was that the 
inbred tester produced advances which could best be transferred 
to other hybrid combinations. The erratic results from one 
test location could have accounted for this difference in per­
formance. 
Reciprocal recurrent selection Sprague (64, 66, 67) 
compares previous methods of selection and hybridization. The 
various recurrent selection procedures seem to offer the best 
prospects for improvement of complex quantitative characters. 
Sprague (66) also reported the results of two cycles of RRS. 
The yields of the original, first, and second cycle average 
population cross performance are 76.3, 81.1 and 89.6 respec­
tively, The second cycle yield of 89.6 is the yield of the 
test crosses of the selected sample instead of the population 
cross performance. The average yield of 4 of the better double 
crosses was 84.9. The author pointed out that the hybrids 
represented 35 years of effort by the standard inbreeding and 
hybridization technique, while the RRS results were the results 
of 10 years effort. 
A later report on this same RRS program by Penny et. al. 
(55) shows that the yield of the second cycle population cross 
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is 84.1. Thus the average improvement was approximately 5 
per cent per cycle for two cycles. Penny et. âi» (55) also 
report little if any progress from one cycle of RRS using the 
Fg generation from two single crosses as the source popula­
tions. 
Thompson and Harvey (75) presented the results of 3 cy­
cles of RRS starting with two synthetics. The mean yield of 4 
controls was used as a standard for comparison. The yields 
of Syn A as a per cent of the controls were 82.7, 89.1 and 
94.6%. Corresponding percentages for Syn G were 82.2, 82.9 
and 93.3%. No data were presented on the yield of the hybrid 
between Syn A and Syn G. 
Douglas £t_ (17) conducted RRS on two open pollinated 
varieties, Ferguson's Yellow Dent (FYD) and Yellow Surcropper 
(YS). The mean performance of the hybrid, FYD x YS, increased 
in successive cycles 52.4, 57.2, and 58,5 bushels per acre. 
This is very near the percentage rate of increase as found by 
Penny et. £l- The original populations were not consistent in 
the progress of the mean. FYD had an upward trend while YS 
went up one cycle and down the next. The writers concluded 
that these data support the dominance hypothesis of hybrid 
vigor. 
Thomas and Grissom (74) chose RRS as the method to simul­
taneously improve two populations for yield, popping volume, 
and lodging resistence in popcorn. The conclusion reached af­
ter two cycles of selection was that RRS was effective for all 
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three characters. A parallel program of selfing, when selec­
tion for continued selfing was based on hybrid progeny tests, 
was almost as effective as RRS. Further progress was not pos­
sible in the selfed material, but sufficient variability 
seemed to be present for progress by RRS. 
Bhatnagar and Jugenheimer (8), in two cycles of RRS 
changed the per cent erect plants from 71 to 83% on the high 
side and to 29% on the low side in one population. Correspond­
ing figures in another population are 62, 81 and 32%, 
Data from other organisms Phenotypic recurrent selec­
tion was reported to be effective for the highly heritable 
trait, sweet clover growth habit. Johnson (39, 40) also found 
phenotypic selection to be less effective for vigor and late 
flowering. In a program of recurrent selection for g.c.a. 
in sweet clover Johnson (37, 38) reported amazing success in 
improving yield. The results are expressed as a per cent of 
the widely grown variety Madrid: 
Original population 91.9% 
First cycle 131.1% 
Second cycle 152.0% 
Bell (6,7) studied traits in Drosophila with high (egg 
size) and low (fecundity) heritability. The response of 
fecundity was compared for 16 cycles of selection and egg 
size for 39 cycles for the following four methods: 
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(1) Individual and family selection within a closed 
population. 
(2) Reciprocal recurrent selection. 
(3) Recurrent selection for specific combining ability 
with àn inbred tester. 
(4) Inbreeding and hybridization. 
Results suggest that conventional method 1 was superior to 
the other methods tested for quantitative traits determined 
largely by additive genes. Method 1 is also better in the 
early stages of selection for highly heterotic traits in newly 
formed populations. In the long run both methods 2 and 3 are 
SLUperior to 1 for highly heterotic traits. It was found, how­
ever, that neither method 2 or 3 realized maximum heterosis, 
since single crosses of inbred lines derived from the same 
foundation stocks performed at an equal or higher level than 
did the cross populations in 2 and 3. It was postulated that 
selection without inbreeding will not bring about the neces­
sary homozygosity in methods 2 or 3 to yield the maximum 
heterosis in the crossed populations. 
In Tribolium castaneum, the flour beetle, Bell (4) com­
pared RRS with individual and family selection (IPS) for im­
proving a highly heritable trait, body weight. The results 
confirmed the Drosophila findings in showing that RRS is inef­
ficient for improving traits influenced largely by additive 
gene effects. 
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Rasmuson (58) studied the effects of RRS in Drosophila 
for the characters egg production, hatchability and body 
weight. None of the experiments showed a clear and lasting 
effect of selection beyond the level of the original popula­
tion carried as a control. Extreme seasonal fluctuation in 
performance was observed. 
Ferwerda (19) proposed changes necessary to adapt recur­
rent selection and RRS to rye populations. Later (20) one 
cycle of recurrent selection for general combining ability was 
reported. The author succeeded in separating the lines into 
low combining lines and high combining lines, but the mean of 
the test crosses from cycle one was less than the mean of the 
test crosses from the original population. 
The latest modification of RRS is presented by Gilmore 
(26). A technique was suggested for using RRS in certain self-
pollinated crops such as sorghum in which male sterile plants 
can be freely wind pollinated. 
Kojima and Kelleher (44) report essentially a straight 
line response to RRS on egg production of Drosophila pseudo-
obscura. After eleven cycles of RRS, the average cross per­
formance had increased 41.1% over the base populations. The 
heritability actually increased with later cycles of selection. 
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Heterosis and Degree of Dominance 
The discussion of the literature in this area is designed 
to reflect some of the current opinions concerning the mech­
anisms of heterosis and the relative importance of dominance 
and overdominance in the manifestations of heterosis. 
The word heterosis is used to describe the increase in 
vigor displayed following the union of dissimilar gametes. 
The controversy concerning the type of gene effect mainly re­
sponsible for heterosis has been classified according to two 
hypotheses. The dominance of linked factors hypothesis has 
generally been attributed to Jones (41). Jones contributed 
the element of linkage while restating the theory presented 
by Bruce (11) and Keeble and Pellew (42). According to this 
hypothesis some of the detrimental recessives brought into the 
hybrid zygote by one parent are nullified by the dominant al­
leles from the other parent. 
The second hypothesis of overdominance has been mentioned 
by many workers, but was described on a single locus basis 
first by East (18). He described an allelic series such that 
each member of the series had a slightly different physiologi­
cal function. The theory was that if one allele could perform 
the function almost as well as two of the same type, then the 
maximum performance for an individual would be when the two 
alleles at locus differed as much as possible with respect to 
their physiological function. In other words, the heterozygote 
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has higher performance than any homozygote. 
For the purposes here it will not be necessary to review 
in detail the extensive discussion in this area. The choice 
between the two theories is not a trivial one for the breeder. 
The order of selection and testing, or even the choice of a 
breeding plan will be affected. 
Hull (33, 34) and Crow (15), among others, contend that 
the dominance hypothesis does not offer sufficient explana­
tion for the phenomenon of heterosis. Many workers, perhaps 
a majority, have supported the dominance hypothesis on the 
basis of theoretical and experimental evidence. 
Many experiments have been performed which give indirect 
evidence. Sprague and Miller (69) suggested a breeding plan 
designed to shed some light on the relative importance of 
dominance and overdominance. Later data by Sprague and Russell 
(71) and Sprague e^ (72) indicated that partial and com­
plete dominance provided the best explanation for gene ef­
fects involved in yield heterosis in corn. 
A more direct method of estimating the degree of domin­
ance was pointed out by Comstock and Robinson (12). Genetic 
expectations of variance components are used to estimate F, 
the average degree of dominance. Two alleles per locus are 
assumed. Specific mating systems and field designs for esti­
mating â are outlined (13). Using F2 populations of crosses 
between inbred lines of corn, Robinson et al, (60) obtained 
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estimates of a for eight characters in corn. One estimate of 
a, yield, was in the overdominant range. For two characters 
the estimates indicate complete dominance, for three charac­
ters partial dominance and two characters no dominance. The 
authors indicated that tight linkages may have biased the es­
timates of a" upward. In estimates for yield in the Fg of 
the same material Robinson ejt al. (59) report somewhat lower 
values for a. The difference in estimates of a is presumably 
due to the breakup of linkage groups. However, a estimates 
for yield remained in the overdominant range. Gardner et al. 
I 
(23) presented the results of additional testing on these 
same Pg populations, with little change in the parameter esti­
mates. 
Gardner and Lonnquist (24) estimated a from the F2 and 
Fg of a cross between two inbreds from the corn belt. Yield 
indicated overdominance in the F2 and complete dominance in 
the Fg. This decline in the estimated degree of dominance is 
attributed to the breakup of repulsion linkage phases. Other 
characters measured showed a similar decline in the complete 
to partial dominance range. 
Robinson ^  (61) examined the relative importance of 
the additive and dominance variances in three open pollinated 
varieties of corn. The additive and dominance variance com­
ponents are estimated in each variety and the ratio is 
computed for eight characters. With the assumption of two 
alleles per locus, implications are made from this ratio con-
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earning the average degree of dominance, a. The ratios ob­
tained were rather low and the conclusion was drawn that over-
dominant loci are not the single important source of genetic 
variability in the varieties studied. The results concerning 
a were extended to multiple alleles without examining what 
the degree of dominance really means with multiple alleles. 
The large amount of additive variance obtained prompted the 
authors to suggest a thorough re-examination of the effective­
ness of intra-variety selection using the variety itself as 
a tester. 
Genetic diversity and heterosis in variety crosses 
A set of diallel crosses among six southern varieties 
(62) showed the to average 19.9% more than the mid-parent 
and 11.5% more than the high parent. Lonnquist and Gardner 
(49) performed a similar experiment with 12 varieties and 
synthetics adapted to the corn belt. The average yield was 
108.5% of the mid-parent and 102.8% of the high parent. In 
relation to the choice of populations for RRS the authors 
state, "...the greatest success will likely be realized where 
inbred lines are developed from populations in which the fre­
quency of favorable alleles is high and which show substantial 
heterosis when crossed." Remarks concerning the value of 
using the amount of heterosis as a basis of choosing popula­
tions for RRS will be presented later. 
Six varieties, two each from midwestern United States, 
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southeastern United States and Puerto Rico were crossed in a 
diallel series by Moll ejt (53). The average of the within 
region crosses was 104% of the midparent values, compared 
with the average of 124% for the between region crosses. The 
non-adapted varieties were lower yielding, however. The re­
sults indicate that greater genetic diversity of the parental 
varieties is associated with greater heterosis in the variety 
cross. 
In interracial crosses of corn Paterniani and Lonnquist 
(54) found that parental yield was an effective indicator of 
better parents in crosses with the group of races studied. 
The range of heterotic response was -11% to 101% above the 
midparent, with an average 33%. Genetic diversity measured 
by endosperm type was not an effective indicator of heterotic 
response. Crosses within endosperm types were as productive, 
on the average, as those between endosperm. 
Monte Carlo Genetic Simulations 
The quantity of genetic information generated by the Monte 
Carlo technique continues to grow with the increased computer 
speed and with greater sophistication in programming technique. 
Fraser (21) first used the digital computer to simulate selec­
tion problems by the Monte Carlo technique. The early pro­
gram, with later modifications (22), permitted the study of 
mass selection as affected by population size, selection in­
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tensity, linkage, dominance and epistasis. 
Barker (2, 3) conducted a continuation of the simulation 
with selection between alleles at an autosomal locus and at a 
sex-linked locus. A benefit of these experiments was to demon­
strate that it is possible to compare concurrently the simu­
lated and experimental selection at both autosomal and sex-
linked loci. The experimental population was Drosophila 
pseudoobscura. The experimental and simulated populations dif­
fered in their reaction, which points out the inadequacy of 
the available methods to simulate competing genotypes. The 
simulated populations were in close agreement with each other 
with random fluctuations around the expected curve. 
Martin and Cockerham (51) and Bohidar (9) have studies 
the effects of linkage in detail. The investigations showed 
that tight linkage can slow progress from selection when the 
populations are initially in linkage equilibrium. Martin and 
Cockerham (51) allowed for any degree of dominance, not more 
than 25 loci, several levels of environmental variance and ir^i-
tial gene frequencies of 0.5. Bohidar (9) investigated sex 
linkage. He found that linkage sometimes resulted in plateaus 
and with tight linkage a succession of plateaus for certain 
starting parameters. 
Gill (25) and Qureshi (56, 57) report extensive simula­
tion studies which explore the effects of finite population 
size and linkage on response to selection, population size, 
linkage, selection intensity and environmental variance were 
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studied. Gill selected 4 levels of each factor and simulated 
l/l6 of the 256 possible combinations. Qureshi selected 3 
levels of each factor and simulated a complete set of 81 
combinations. In both studies 40 loci were used with 30 
cycles of upper truncation selection. A few results from 
these two studies which are relevant to the present work will 
be combined for purposes of presentation. 
With free recombination, selection response conformed 
closely to the predicted values even for population size as 
small as 16. The total advance is very close to maximum with 
a population size of 16, but somewhat restricted with size 8 
and free recombination. 
Truncation selection was effective in advancing the means 
of small populations under all models where the genotype of 
highest merit is homozygous. Where heterozygous genotypes 
were optimum, random drift was the predominant factor. The 
amount of environmental variance mainly affected the rate of 
progress with little interaction with other factors. 
Many of the techniques of simulation used in the present 
study are similar to ones used by Qureshi (56, 57). 
Arthur (1) has used computer simulation to investigate 
the problems of equilibria in RRS. The individuals simulated 
were unisexual with selection in the males. Because of the 
nature of selection equilibria the gene models used were of 
the overdominant type. Two modifications of RRS were also 
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investigated. Simulation studies for gene frequencies at and 
around the equilibrium frequency "ivere performed. Both modi­
fications involved various degrees of inbreeding. The bottle­
neck method restricted one population to two individuals for 
one or more generations prior to the initiation of RRS. The 
cyclic inbreeding method involved sib mating before the test 
crosses were performed in RRS. Two alleles at each of 10 
loci were simulated. The effects of linkage and environ­
mental variability were investigated to some degree. 
It was shown that both methods of inbreeding were ef­
fective in causing a drift away from equilibrium and conse­
quently an improved rate of selection advance in early cycles. 
The bottleneck method was recommended in those cases where 
the populations have similar gene frequencies. 
In a parallel experiment with Drosophila, cyclical in­
breeding and RRS were compared for 5 cycles. The response to 
RRS was continuous through the 5 cycles. Cyclical inbreeding 
performed well for one cycle, then declined approximately to 
the starting value. The sensitivity of Drosophila to environ­
mental changes was perhaps a contributing factor in the unex­
pected response. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Mathematical Considerations 
Comparison of developments by Comstock et al. and Griffing 
In the paper proposing reciprocal recurrent selection 
(RRS) as a breeding scheme, Comstock £t (14) described it 
as a procedure to make maximum use of both general (g.c.a.) 
and specific combining ability (s.c.a.). in a recent paper 
Griffing (28) classes RRS among the selection method utiliz­
ing only general combining ability. The points of agreement 
or disagreement between the authors are not obvious because 
of the different notation and derivation. In order to ex­
amine the two developments on common grounds we must define 
what is meant by general and specific combining ability. As 
earlier defined by Sprague and Tatum (73) the term "general 
combining ability" is used to designate the average perform­
ance of an inbred line in hybrid combinations. The term 
"specific combining ability" is used to designate those cases 
in which certain combinations do relatively better or worse 
than would be expected on the basis of the average perform­
ance of the lines involved. 
These terms were used by Sprague and Tatum to describe 
relations among all possible single crosses of inbred lines. 
The g.c.a. and s.c.a. effects and variance were then computed 
from the two-way diallel table. As computed for inbred lines, 
g.c.a. effects are then determined by additive gene effects 
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and s.c.a. effects are determined by dominance and epistatic 
gene effects. 
To extend these concepts to include crosses between two 
heterozygous and heterogeneous sources, one should define the 
manner in which the extension is to be made. Comstock e_t al. 
did not make an explicit definition of g.c.a. and s.c.a. 
Griffing has tacitly equated g.c.a. effects with the additive 
gene effects in the test cross progeny, and equated s.c.a. 
effects with dominance and epistatic effects in the test 
cross progeny. This is a logical extension of these concepts, 
but it should be realized that this is a redefinition of g.c.a. 
and s.c.a. effects. In terms of the original definitions 
g.c.a. and s.c.a. effects become ambiguous when applied to the 
cross between two heterozygous populations. 
It is because of this ambiguity in the meaning of terms 
that Comstock and Griffing seem to be in some disagreement 
concerning the nature of selection progress for RRS. The real 
test for agreement or disagreement would seem to be whether 
or not the two mathematical developments are equivalent for 
two alleles per locus. 
It can be shown that the formulae, developed by Griffing 
and Comstock ejt £l. for one cycle of RRS, are equivalent by 
showing that the following is an identity: 
2(abo3h.s.)^*^^^a*^*°Ab) ^  CPi(l-Pi)(l+a-2ap2)^ 
+ p^(l-p2)(l+a-2api)2]u2 (14) 
V ^  Y 
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Let 
Genotype Genotypic value 
AA 2u 
Aa u + au 
aa 0 
indicate the genotypes and genotypic values respectively. 
Then the genotypic array of population A is 
p^AA + 2pi(l - p^)Aa + (1 - aa 
and the genotypic array of population B is 
P ^ A A  +  Z p g C l  -  p g ) A A  +  ( 1  -  P g a a  
The hybrid between these two populations is 
p^PgAA + [p^Cl - pg) + (1 - Pi)p2]Aa + (1 - pj^)(l - p2)aa 
with mean 
= ZpiPgU +Cpi(l-p2)+(l-Pi)p2Ku+au) 
= 2P2P2U +piu+p2au-p^p2u-p2p2au 
= P2U+P2au-PiP2u-PiP2au 
= u[p^(l+a) + PgCl+a) - 2pj^p2a] . (15) 
Now 
ab^Ag I 
is defined by Griffing as that portion of the additive genetic 
variance in the hybrid population which is due to alleles 
QA^ in population A, and a,Pi is the gene frequency of allele 
aAi in population A. 
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" 2(bPk)(abdaibk) 
is the additive effect of the allele in the hybrid popu­
lation, where ab^a^bk is the genotypic mean of (a-^i^^b^k^ in­
dividuals measured as a deviation from the population mean. 
An analogous definition can be made for ba^^ ' the additive 
genetic variance in the hybrid due to B population alleles. 
Computing ^b^^a-b terms of the notation used by Corn-
stock for two alleles per locus, we get 
ab^aibi " 2u-[p2(l+a)+p2(l+a)-2pjLp2a]u (17) 
at^a^bg = abda2bi=(l+B)u-[pi(l+a)+p2(l+a)-2piP2a]u (18) 
ab^agbg = - [Pi(l+a)+P2(l+a)-2PiP2a]u (19) 
for the AA, Aa, and aa genotypes respectively. 
= P3(abdaibi)+(1-P2)(abdaib2) 
atPa2 ~ P2(abda2bi)+(1-P2)(abda2b2) 
ab°^b]^ ~ ^ l^ab^aibi^''"^^"Pl^ ^ab'^ajLb2^ 
ab%2 " 9l(abda2bi)+(l-Pl)(abda2b2) 
Then 




= u[l+a-pj^-p]^a-2p2a(l-pj^) J 
= u[(l-p^)(l+a)-2p2a(l-p2)] 
= u(l-pj^)(l+a-2p2a) 
atP^ag = "P2 {(l+a)-[pi(l+a)+p2(l+a)-2pip2a] 
- ( I-P2 ) CPi ( 1+a )+p2 ( 1+a )-2p]^p2a 
= u[p2(l+a)-p^(l+a)-p2(l+a)+2p2p2a] 
= - u p2(l+a-2p2a) 
From equation 16, 
ab^A ~ p2[u(l-Pi)(l+a-2p2a)]^+(l-p^)[-up^(l+a-2p2a)]^ 
= piu^(l-pi)^(l+a-2p2a)2+(l-p2)u2p2^1+a-2p2a)2 
= pi(l-p2)(l+a-2p2a)^u^ . (20) 
Because of symmetry the calculations for are ap­
parent and 
ba^A^ ~ p2(I—P2) (l'*'a""2p2a)^u^ • (21) 
Combining equations 20 and 21 
ab^A "^ba^L = [pi(l-pi)(l+a-2p2a)2+p2(l-p2)(l+a-2p3^a)2]u2 . 
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All that remains to prove the identity in equation 14 is to 
show 
i = (1 + , (22) 
2(àb°h.s.) 
By definition in the original papers 
i = s 1/ Vy = selection differential 
2 
ab^'h.s. = Vy = variance of half-sib progeny means. 
Making these substitutions in equations 2 2  and 14, one can 
see that the equations are not identities but differ only by 
a factor of the inbreeding coefficient F. Griffing*s develop­
ment assumes F = 0. Thus, the set of formulae developed by 
Comstock ej^ (14) is a special case of the results pre­
sented by Griffing (28). 
General expression for the contribution of gene frequency 
differences between 2 populations (A and B) to the heterosis 
of the hybrid A x B 
Heterosis will be used here in the sense of the differ­
ence between the hybrid and the average of the parents (mid-
parent) . 
The expression developed will be for an arbitrary number 
of alleles at a locus in either population. Random mating 
within A and B and random selection of parent plants for the 
hybrid is assumed. Let the mean of the A population be 
r 
M =. 2 ,(aPi)(aPk) Sik 
i,k=l 
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where is the genotypic value of A^Aj^. and r is the number 
of different alleles in A and B. Similarly for population B 
r 
/^B (bPm)(bPl) êitil • 
1, m 
Since A and B are random mating, the hybrid between them will 
have a mean 
fAB = Sil . 
1, X— X 
Then a measure of heterosis is given by 
/AB - ÎW + fg) = "H 
M^= 2(aPi)(bPi)gii-J.S (aPi)(a,Pk)gik-è ï (bPm)(bPl)gml • (23) 
" i;l i,k l,m 
Coding of genotypic values around 0 is of little use since 
the value given to a genotype would vary with the gene fre­
quency and the population of reference. 
The expression 23 above can be written 
] 1 ) X 1, X 
since k and m are dummy subscripts. Then 
% = ^ (i^l[(aPi)(bPl-aPl)gil+(bPl)(aPi-bPi)2ii]j 
= (i2^gii[(aPi)(bPl-aPl)+(bPl)(aPi-bPi)^^ 
" ^  .2 [(aPi-bPi)(bPl-aPi)]8il • 
X y  1  
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This form of the expression shows that heterosis is a function 
of the differences in the frequencies of the alleles in the 
two populations and the genotypic values, g^^. The expression 
is written for a single locus but may be summed over loci if 
no interlocus epistasis and independent segregation are as­
sumed. 
Properties of the measure of heterosis 
The quantity may be written in matrix notation 
% = i" P'G(-P) = r PU-G)P . ( 2 4 )  
The matrix G is defined as the r x r matrix of genotypic 
values for the r alleles at a single locus. P is the r x 1 
vector of differences of gene frequencies between the two 
populations. The homozygous genotype with the smallest geno­
typic value can be coded to have a value of zero. 
In order to examine the properties of the measure of 
heterosis, a restriction on the genotypic values was found 
necessary. The restriction is such that any heterozygous 
genotypic value, g^^, i / 1, will have a genotypic value 
greater than or equal to the average genotypic value of the 
homozygotes. 
i.e., gii = gjLi ^  , i / 1 . 
2 
Because of this restriction all g^^ are non-negative. The re-
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striction excludes what could be termed negative dominance, 
and seems to be in accord with what is generally observed» 
The heterotic response observed is almost invariably positive 
where alleles are considered in pairs. 
A sufficient condition for P*(-G)P to be positive is that 
(-G) be positive definite. The nature of assigning genotypic 
values in the G matrix ensures that the elements on the prin­
ciple diagonal of (-G) will be negative or zero. Thus, none 
of the matrices (-G) can be positive definite. For an arbi­
trary vector P we have no general conditions on the matrix 
(-G) which will assure a positive value for M^. 
There is additional information concerning the vector P 
which will be useful in determining the properties of My „ 
Let f^ be the elements of the vector P. Then 
(a) 2 fi = 0 
(b) Maximum 2 f f. 
i ' ^ 
=  2 . 0  .  
A consequence of (a) and (b) is that the maximum of the sum 
of all positive elements of P is 1.0, and the maximum of the 
sum of the absolute values of the negative elements of P is 
1.0. 
Since there are no general properties of the matrix (-G) 
which will indicate the nature of My, perhaps patterns can be 
established for the quadratic form P*(-G)P with a few alleles 
and be generalized to an arbitrary number of alleles per locus. 
With two alleles per locus 
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= i- P*(-G)P = I- (r s) 
where r + s = 0 and elements £ and b are negative and subject 
to the earlier restriction. 
But ^  and b are negative, therefore, My will be non-negative. 
With two alleles My will be zero only when 2b = a (additive 
gene action) or r = s = 0 (no difference in gene frequency be­
tween population A and B). 
With three alleles per locus 
Since s = -r 




= §-Cgr + as + bt ar + hs + ct br + cs) 
= |-(gr^ + 2 ars + 2 brt + hs^ + 2 est) 
With four alleles per locus 
My = §• (r s t u) 
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= |-(gr + as +bt+cu ar+ha+dt+cu br+ds+it+fu cr+es+ft) /r 
II 
= |-(gr^+2ars+2brt+2cru+hs^+2ds t+2esu+it^+2f tu). (25) 
The pattern of expansion is readily apparent and extension to 
any number of alleles can easily be done. It is difficult to 
determine maxima and minima for the general expression 25. 
Meaningful restrictions can be made on the elements of the 
matrix (-G) which will correspond to different types of gene 
effects. With multiple alleles the definition of additive, 
dominant, and overdominant gene effects will be such that for 
any pair of alleles the customary interpretation of gene ef­
fects will be used. For example, a locus with all pairs of 
alleles exhibiting completely dominant gene effects would have 
a (-G) matrix of the form 
/g g g g\ 
g h h h 
g h i i 
\g h i 0/ 
where j g) >|h| > | i | > 0 . 
In equation 25 this means that 
g = a = b = c 
h = d = e 
i = f . 
Making this substitution one gets 
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Mpj = |-[gr^+2grs+2grt+2gru+hs^+2hst+2hsu+it^+2itu+ju2 ] 
where j = 0 
Then 
-g(s+t+u)^+h(s+t+u)^-h( t+u)2+i( t+u)^~iu^+ju^] 
= i{(-g+h)(s+t+u)^+(-h+i)(t+u)2+(-i+j)u2] 
But (-g+h)>0, (-h+i)^>0, (-i+j)Z>0 therefore My%>0 unless 
g = h = i = j. 
Because of the symmetry of the model, the extension for 
an arbitrary number of alleles is evident. Under the condi­
tions set up for the completely dominant model, My will al­
ways be positive. The conditions for a minimum represent a 
degenerate case and a zero My would not be possible normally. 
The case of pure overdominance can be illustrated by set­
ting g = h = i = 0. With 4 alleles this will give a (-G) 
matrix of the form 
By inspection of equation 26, one can say little in 
general about the sign of My. Any term in equation 26 may 
predominate, and may be of either sign. Thus, in general. 
/o a b c \ 
a 0 d e 
b d 0 f 
\c e f 
Then from equation 25 
Mu = ars+bst+cru+dst+esu+ftu. (26)  
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Mjj may be positive or negative. Only a relatively few numeri­
cal examples are required in order to be convinced that a 
negative My, with an underlying scale of pure overdominance, 
is neither unlikely nor aberrant. One example is: 
= i-(-4 .1 .5 -1.0) 
f 0 —6 —5 -1 
—6 0 —4 —2 
-5 -4 0 -1 
1 -2 —1 0 j 
= -.34 
The vector P could have come from A and B populations with the 
following gene frequencies: 
A B 
allele 1 .4 0 
allele 2 .1 0 
allele 3 .5 0 
allele 4 0 1.0 
population B could be an inbred line and A an unrelated source, 
A second example is: 
Mjj = U'5 -.2 .5 -.8) 
0 -3 -10 -1 
-3 0 -2 -3 
—10 —2 0 —2 
- 1  - 3 - 2  0  /  
— —1.28 . 
The A and B population gene frequencies could be as follows: 
A B 
allele 1 .5 0 
allele 2 0 .2 
allele 3 .5 0 
allele 4 0.8 
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which could arise from a single cross (population A) and an 
unrelated source. A double cross example is the following: 
MR - i(.5 -.5 .5 -.5) 
/ 0 -3 
-3 0 
— 10 —2 
























This is a rather striking result. Breeding theory and prac­
tice have tacitly assumed that overdominant gene effects 
combined with crossing of unrelated sources would produce 
the greatest heterotic effect. It has been shown here that 
quite the opposite is possible, and likely at certain loci. 
A reminder that the My measure of heterosis is measured from 
the midparent and not the high parent lends more significance 
to the results. 
Thus far we have considered only the type of overdominance 
where all the homozygotes are equal and they in turn are less 
than any of the heterozygotes. Suppose we relax the restric­
tions on the homozygotes to allow them to be non-zero. If 
the general equation 25 is examined, it is evident that the 
only terms that were not considered in the previous over-
dominance model are 
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§(gr^ + hs^ + it^) . 
Since g, h and i are all negative we find that all homo­
zygotes contribute negatively to MH. We are led to the con­
clusion for the general model that Mjj is more likely to be 
negative than the comparable pure overdominant model with 
the same off-diagonal elements of the (-G) matrix. 
Of the models considered, only ^he completely dominant 
model gives assurance that My will be positive for all vec­
tors P. There undoubtedly are other special cases of (-G) 
matrices which give non-negative Mjj for all P, but in gener­
al, negative Mjj are possible. This is true for partial 
dominance, overdominance or combinations of gene effects. 
The largest class of gene effects would fall in the category 
of a combination of intra-locus gene effects, when multiple 
alleles are considered. 
An allelic model where all alleles combine in pairs addi-
tively will have an My of zero. When alleles which combine 
additively are in the same model with alleles which display 
other types of gene effects, the genetic complement must be 
considered as a whole. In this case it cannot be said that 
the additive alleles do not contribute to the heterotic effect. 
A relevant point to be concluded from this development is 
that when more than two alleles per locus are considered we 
cannot expect each locus to contribute positively to the 
heterotic effect even when the alleles in pairs have partial 
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dominant, complete dominant, or overdominant effects. 
Application The amount of heterosis exhibited by a 
cross is customarily used as measure of the genetic divergence 
of the parent stock. Without question genetic divergence 
(difference in gene frequency) in the parents is required for 
heterosis to be manifest in the cross. When multiple alleles 
are considered, the converse of this statement is not true. 
That is, the lack of heterotic response cannot be used to in­
fer no genetic divergence. The negative heterotic contribu­
tion at certain loci cancels positive responses at other loci. 
The net response in the hybrid when all loci are considered 
may be little or no deviation from the midparent. This re­
sponse can occur when in fact there is genetic diversity and 
the degree of dominance for alleles in pairs is always posi­
tive. Thus, the validity of evaluating the degree of genetic 
divergence based on the amount of heterotic response is sub­
ject to considerable question when multiple alleles are con­
sidered. 
The choice of a tester for a heterogeneous population is 
often conditional on the average performance of the test 
crosses. That is, the tester with the highest average per­
formance is chosen. Unless the selected individuals are to 
be used immediately in hybrid combination with the tester, 
this emphasis on heterotic response is misplaced. The 
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heterotic response reveals nothing concerning the genetic 
potential nor the rate of progress to be expected from selec­
tion. Further comments concerning the choice of a tester 
will be presented in a later section. 
In evaluating hybrids, breeders can point to numerous 
examples of unexpectedly poor hybrid performance in spite of 
superior parental stock and genetic diversity. Linkage and 
epistasis have been proposed as the cause of this poor per­
formance. As shown previously multiple alleles may also be 
a factor. When the parental populations have widely diver­
gent gene frequencies or perhaps disjoint sets of alleles, 
it is highly probable that some loci will contribute nega­
tively to the heterotic effect. If the percentage of loci 
contributing negatively is small, then a high performing 
hybrid results. Thus, it can be seen that genetic diversity 
is necessary for significant heterosis but is not sufficient 
to guarantee it. 
Rates of progress for RRS compared to other methods of 
selection proposed by Griffing 
The progress of the means of the mating systems proposed 
by Griffing (28) was presented in Table 1. These rates of 
progress are based on additive genetic variances or the co-
variances among certain additive gene effects. Inspection of 
these formulae reveals little concerning the relative merits 
of the various mating systems. The comparisons made by Corn-
stock £t (14) are not generally applicable to the present 
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situation. 
It would be desirable to be able to show that one mating 
system is superior to each of the others in rate of progress, 
or to specify the gene frequencies and gene effects for which 
one mating system is superior. Since ^b^ba has been proposed 
as a method which is superior in certain respects, it has 
been chosen as a base of comparison for the other 9 mating 
systems. We must now decide what method of comparison is to 
be used. Because of the symmetry involved it seems logical 
to consider and together. We can thus consider 
the relative rate of progress of RRSCa^M^a) with selection 
within the two original populations (aa^aa and bb^bb^" The 
comparison of RRS with only one of the other methods would 
be illogical since the two mating systems would not be over 
the same gene base. The comparison proposed above would 
have the effect of averaging the superiorities and inferiori­
ties of the agMaa or bb^bb mating systems. This averaging is 
considered appropriate since the designation of populations 
as A or B is arbitrary and we have no a priori basis of choos­
ing between aaMaa and tb^bb" 
Similarly ab^ab ba^ba» aa^ab ba^bb» aa^ba 
ab^bb were considered together. Consequently the following 
5 comparisons of selection progress will be considered: 
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ab^ba " z^aa^aa * bb^bb^ 
% = ab^ba ~ ^^ab^ab ba^ba) 
C3 = ab^ba " i'^aa^ab ^ ba^bb^ 
^4 = ab^ba ° ^^aa^ba ab'bb^ 
^5 ~ ab^ba ~ aa^bb 
where the mating symbols are used to indicate rate of progre 
under that system. 
If the conditions under which these comparisons are posi 
tive, negative or zero can be specified, then we will have 
a reasonable basis for choosing between the mating systems 
as far as rate of progress is concerned. 
Consideration of constant variance of half-sib progeny 
means The assumption so far has been that the variance 
of half-sib progeny means is constant. This particular as­
sumption requires further elucidation. Examination of equa­
tions 4 through 13 without the assumption of a constant half-
sib variance reveals that the rates of progress in Table 1 
may be written: 
^aa ^ab ^ba ^ab 
Taa 2U U + Y Y* + W Y* + Z* 
Tab 2Y V + W V + Z* 




U = f 
V 
^ "IWT " * ab4.s. £l di il « S • 
W = i (ta°Ab) Z = i "^i;|:i7°°'''l'a%,bb°'b) 
X = * ^bb<) z*= i . 
Consider for the present the variance of half-sibs with no 
environmental error. Then the half-sib variance will be com­
puted for two alleles per locus as an example. The result 
extends to multiple alleles without difficulty. Let 
p^GG + ZpaQaGg + <l^ëë 
II 2 2 p^GG + ZpbSbGg + q^gg . 
Population A individuals tested by B gives 
POP. a Progeny, given population A individual 
Genotypic 
value 
P^GG p^GG + q^Gg 
ZPAQAGG 3"(Pt)GG+Q^ G'g) + rCp^Gg-FQI^gg) i 
2 
SASE PbGg + q^gg 
Then the variance of A individuals tested by population B is 
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°h.s. " P^f<G>*2Paqa 
-fPa<^a°fc>+2Paqa i(fG+a'^g) * 9g(a%)]' 
- iPa^a^i^G " a°g) = z^ab^A-) 
2 
where , a, is the additive variance in the hybrid due to â u Aq 
population A alleles. Similarly 
ba°Ls. " ?(ba%) 
aa^Ls. = Xaa^la) 
2 _ i/ \ 
bb^h.s. 2 bb Ab^ * 
Let the environmental variance of half-sib progeny be denoted 
by . Then 
( )°Ls. = + * ( )°A( ) 
where the subscripts to be placed in the parentheses depend 
on the population of interest. Consider Og to be constant for 
all populations. 
The form of U, V, W, and X is the same. For example, 
GE+?(aafAa) 





ab^a^ Y* = 1 
^4*<-^Aj 
z = i ^°^(bà^b'btf^b) 
Z* 
2cE+(t&°lb) 
= i ^°^^b2pb'blM)^ 
2oE+(bbOAb) 
The comparisons are 
C ^  =  V  +  W -  U -  X  
C ^ = V + W - Y - Z  
C3 = V + W - |-(U + X + Y + Z) 
C4 = fCV + W - Y* - Z*) 
CG = V + W - Y* - Z* . 
If we ignore i, can be expressed in the following form; 
c, = >^4 
1 e+k^ e+kg e+kg e+k^ 
If the half-sib variance is considered a constant we would be 
determining the sign of by the sign of (ki+k2-k3-k4). 
The problem, then, is to determine the values of e^which will 
cause to change sign. Let us order the k*s such that 
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kg k^ k^ • 
Thus, we must determine the conditions on £ for the following 
to hold 
ki ^ kg ^ k3 . ^4 
e+k^ e+kg e+kg e+k4 
or 
(e+k3)(e+k4)[ (e+kg )k]^+(e+k2)k2 ) ] 
~(e+k2^)(e+k2)[ (e+k4)k3+(e+k3)k4] Z> 0 
or 
(k^+kg —k3-k4 )e^+2 (kj^k2-k3k4)e^'*'Ck2k2 (k3+k4) —k3k4 (k^+kg ) ] e . 
A computer program was written to calculate the components 
of variance (k's). All possible combinations of gene fre­
quencies were assigned to A and B in increments of 0.1, and 
the k*s calculated for two alleles per locus. It was found 
that 
k^k2 = k3k4 
for all gene frequencies and dominance levels. The inequality 
can then be written 
(kjL+k2-k3-k4)e^ ;> k^kgCk^+kg-k^-k^) 
or 
e >pik2 
since (k]^4-k2-"K3-k4) >• 0. 
Thus, any e_ which is larger than the geometric mean of 
and kg» will not change the sign of C^. Note that 
kl + k2 = ab°Aa ba°Ab 
or 
2 2 
+ ^ 2 " aa^Aa bb^Ab 
depending on which sum is larger. 
2 Considering the fact that £ = 2og, the critical value of 
2 
o E would be an extremely low level of environmental vari­
ability. 
We can thus say that considering the half-sib variance 
as constant will not lead to error in the sign of C^. 
In similar manner 
C ^ = V + W - Y - Z  




e+kjL e+k2 e+k^ e+kg 
(e+k2)(ki-k3) + (e+k^)(k2-k4)^ 0 
e > k2(kl-k3)+kl(k2-k4) 
(k^+kg-kg-k^) 
With two alleles per locus, e_ as determined empirically 
from inequality 27 is greater than zero only rarely and then 
is only a small fraction of the additive variance. The same 
pattern holds for numerical examples with four alleles per 
locus. 
It would seem that the sign of would not be altered 
by assuming a constant half-sib variance. 
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- IT J. 1A7 _ ir'TT 4. = V + W - |-(U + Y + Z + X) 
As far as the critical value for £ is concerned, C3 will be 
an average of the and C2 critical values. Thus assuming 
a constant half-sib variance should not change the sign of C3. 
C4 = i-(V + W - Y* - Z*) 
ki kp ko k4 
= !_) , (28) 
e+k^ e+kg e+k^ e+k^ 
When an attempt is made to obtain an explicit expression for 
the critical value of one obtains a cubic equation in £ 
with no apparent simplification. However, numerical evalu­
ation of equation 28 for specific gene frequencies, level of 
dominance and values of e_, reveals that e_ must be quite small 
for the sign of C4 to be reversed. 
cy = V + W - Y* - Z* . 
The critical values of for would be identical to 
those for C4. Thus, it may be concluded that the level of 
environmental variability will not be a critical factor in 
the comparisons except for highly heritable characters. The 
assumption of a constant half-sib variance will not change 
the sign of comparisons of interest in this study. 
The notation To facilitate the combination of terms 
containing genotypic values not based on the same population 
mean, it is necessary to use uncoded genotypic values. Let 
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g^. indicate the genotypic value of G^Gj. Then the variance 
and covariance terms in Table 1 are defined. 
If we denote the expectation of a quantity by E, then using 
the well-known identity E[x - B(x)]^ = Ex^ - [Ex]^ we get 
aaX " faPi>[«aPj)gijl^ "/>A 
which is one half the additive variance in population A. 
bb% " z(bPi)[z(bPk)eki]2 -
or one half the additive variance in population B. Similarly 
ab^A 2(aPi)[2(bPl)Bil]^ " Ab 
ba^Ab ^ ^ ^bPl)[^(aPi)2ii] ' Fab 
where .n? + ^  o? is the total additive variance in the 
abrAa ba A^ 
hybrid population. 
CoY(aaPS'atPs) = l^aPi^^l'^aPj'^Sij - fA)][2(bPl)(gillPABM-
Using the identity E(x - Bx)(y - By) = Ex y - (Ex) (By) we get 
Cov(aa°'a'ab'^' = f aPi^E^/aPj^^bPl^SijSil^ " • 
1 J ; J-
Sitnilarly 
C°^(btf'b'baS) = 2KbPl)[Z^(aPi)(bPk)SilSkl] " WaB • 
1 1 ; K 
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Comparison of RRS(abMba) with (aa^aa) ^b#bb^ 
Using the definitions and omitting the constant K in Table 1, 
is found to be 
_ _ 2 2 2 _2 
1 ab^Aa ba^Ab " aa^Aa ~ bb Ab 
= ?(aPi)[2(bPi)gi ] + 2(bPl)[2(aPi)giir 
1 1 1 1 
•2(aPi)[Z(aPj)gij]^ - ZKbPl)[2(bPl)Skl 
1 J Ik 
o.,2 _ 2 _ 2 
~ /^AB PA ' 
Let us assume that g = g for all r and s, then 
rS fgj. 
°1 = i^aPi)[2(bPr)Sir]^ |(bPl)[|(aPs58sl^^ 
- faPl)r«aPs)«sll' - fbPi"fbPr)Si,r 
- 2/j|B + fA * Ps • 
m n 
where all summations are over the entire range of alleles 
contained in populations A and B. However, ^p^ and ^pj may 
be zero for some i and j. This would be the case when some 
alleles are present in one population but not in the other. 
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For the comparison to be meaningful we must be able to 
find the conditions necessary for to be positive, negative 
or zero. In the present form it seems unlikely that this 
can be done. If can be expressed in matrix notation we 
will have the advantage of a systematic procedure for multi­
plication and addition without the tedious summation nota­
tion. 
Let P and G be the same as previously defined in the de­
velopment of the Mjj measure of heterosis. 
Let Q and R be vectors of gene frequencies for popula­
tions A and B respectively denoted by 
where there is a total of t alleles present in populations 
Q * — ( a 2 a2 • • • • a^ ) 
R * — (bj^ b2 • • ® • b^ ) 
A and B at a particular locus. Some a^ or bj may be zero. 
Let V and W be the following t x t matrices: 
0 ^ 2  .  0  b g  
V = . . . , W = 
 








= R*G[V-W]GR - Q»GCV-WjGQ-3R*GQR'GQ+Q»GQQ.*GQ4-R*GRR*GR. 
Thus far, the development has been for an arbitrary num­
ber of alleles per locus. Subsequent matrix equations will 
also be for any number of alleles. Explicit comparisons by 
this method for more than two alleles per locus are complex, 
and meaningful interpretation is impossible. Numerous evalu­
ations of all comparisons were performed on the computer for 
multiple alleles. These results indicate, as far as the 
sign of the comparison is concerned, that the relative pro­
gress among the selection systems is about the same for mul­
tiple alleles as for two alleles. 
The explicit comparisons will be for 2 alleles and arbi­
trary gene effects. Thus, 






-Q'G[V-W]GQ = -rCa^d+SgC)^ + r a^c 
- 2R*GQR*GQ =-2(b2 bg) /d c\ /a^ \ (b^ bg) /d c\ /a^ 
,c 0/ \ a 
= -2[aj^(b2d+b2c)+ a2b^c]' 
Q»GQQ*GQ = (b^ b^) / d cA /b^l (b^ b^) / d c \ / bi 
V c 0/ 0/ \ ^ 2 
= [b^d+2bj^b2c]^ . 
R»GRR*GR = [a^d + 2a3^a2c]^ . 
Collecting terms and simplifying by equations 28 we get 
= -2[a^b^d+a^c-2aj^b2c+bj^c]^'i'[b^d+2b2b2c]^ 
+ [ a^d'f2aj^a2c]^+r(b^d+b2c)^+rc^ (a^-b^)-r(a2^d+a2c)^ 





= c2[2a^+2b^+4b^(b^-a2)+4a|(a^-b^)-4aib|-8bf (b]^-ajL)-8a^(a^-bp ] 
+df[ (a^-b^)^-r(a^-bf)]+cd[4a|(a^-bj^)+4(a2-b2)2 
+4b^(bj^-aj^)-2r^+2r^(aj^+b2) ] 
— [2(a2~b2)^+4(a2~b2) —SCa^—b^^^a^—b2)+2r^] 
+ d^[r2(a2+b-J^)(a2+b]^-l)] 
+ Cd[4r(a2-b2)-4r2(a^+b^)2_2r2+2r2(a^+b^)] 
= 4c^r2[4(a^+b^)2_8(a^+b^)+4]+d^r^[ (a^^+b^)(a^+b^-l)] 
+cdr^[4(a^+b^)-4(a^+b^)^-2 + 2(a^+b^)] 
C^= 4c^r^[ a^+b^-1}^ + d^r^[ (a^+bj^)(a^+b]^-l) ] 
-2cdr^[2(aj^+bj| - 3(a2+bj^)+l] (29) 
= (a^+bj^-l)[4c^r^(a^+b2-l)+d^r^(a^+b^)-2cd r^(2aj^+2b2-l)] . 
An examination of equation 29 under certain types of gene 
action may reveal something about the general equation. It 
can be verified that 0% = 0 for additive gene action, that is, 
d = 2c. 
For pure overdominance, i.e., d = 0, 
= 4c2r^[b^ - = 4cMjj[b]^ - ag]^ 
This equation has a minimum of 0. 
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For complete dominance d = c and 
= c^r^[4(a^+b^)^ - 8(a^+b^)+4 +(a^+b^)^ - (a^+b^) 
-4(a^+b^)^ + 6(a^+b^) -2] 
= c^r^r (a^+bj^)^-3(aj^+bj|^)+2 j = 2cMj^[ (aj^+bj^)^-3jC3j^+b]^)+2 j. 
It is apparent that can be positive, negative or zero. 
The sign of is determined by the frequency of the dominant 
gene in the two populations, or conversely the frequency of 
the recessive gene. 
Cj > 0 if a^ + b^<C 1 
= 0 if a^ + b^ = 1 
< 0 if a^ + bj^ > 1 
The difference in frequencies of the alleles in the two popu­
lations largely determines the magnitude of the positive or 
negative quantity. 
In the range of gene action between additive and pure 
overdominance a little reflection on the general equation 29 
will reveal that for some gene frequencies a- and b-, C-i 1 J J. 
will be negative. This includes partial and complete domi­
nance and overdominance such that 
0 < d ^ 2c . 
Numerical evaluation of equation 29 at a number of points 
was performed and the sign of is recorded in Figure 1. It 
should be remembered that is a comparison of rates of 
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progress and not actual rates of progress per se. A positive 
indicates more rapid progress by RRS and a negative in­
dicates more rapid progress by bb^bb' Figure 1 
is a plot of the dominant gene frequency in the two popula­
tions (a^ + bj^) against d (the level of dominance). The entry 
in the figure is the sign of C^. A constant value c = 2 was 
chosen. 
The solid lines and curved line indicate the combinations 
of values where is zero. For the upper and lower bounda­
ries, when a^+b^ equals zero or 2.0, there would be no 
progress by any method since they represent fixation of al­
leles and therefore no genetic variance. The remainder of 
the lines mentioned above represent equality of the two se­
lection methods and not necessarily a lack of progress. 
Let the selection method aa^aa bb^bb designated 
as within population selection (WPS), From Figure 1 it can 
be seen that for all dominance relationships, RRS has a faster 
rate of progress than WTS when the frequency of the dominant 
allele (a^ + b^) is less than 1.0. WPS is faster when a^ + b^ 
is greater than 1.0 for levels of dominance up to and in­
cluding complete dominance. These results would indicate 
that for those loci with partial or complete dominant gene 
effects, RRS would at best be superior to WPS for only a few 
cycles if selection is effective in increasing the dominant 
gene frequency. The reason that the rate of progress of WPS 
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is faster than RRS when a^ + is high, is the relative 
size of the additive variance remaining in the original popu­
lations compared to the additive variance remaining in the 
test cross progeny. This can be best illustrated by an ex­
ample. At a locus with completely dominant gene effects, 
suppose a^ = .9 and b^ = .3. The additive variance in the 
test cross progeny would be very low and the additive vari­
ance within population A would be even lower. However, the 
additive variance in population B would be high. The good 
progress in B would more than compensate for the slow progress 
in A with a net advantage for WPS. 
WPS is somewhat different from the general combining 
ability selection method that Comstock ^  (14) used to 
compare to RRS. 
A surprising result is shown in the case of overdominance, 
It can be seen from Figure 1 that the rate of progress of WPS 
is greater than RRS in a number of situations when a^ + b^ is 
greater than 1.0. WPS would be classed as a "general com­
bining ability" selection method as this term is used by Com­
stock £t a^. (14), and therefore, WPS would not be expected 
to perform well compared to RRS, which is designed for all 
types of gene effects. Again the performance of RRS compared 
to WPS is due to the relative amounts of additive variance in 
the test cross progeny compared to the additive variance in 
the two populations. 
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It should be pointed out that when a^ = b^* RRS is identi­
cal to WPS, The fact that a^ = b^ should not be taken as an 
indication of slow progress by RRS, because the rate of 
progress by RRS is not dependent on genetic divergence of 
the two populations if the best alleles are present. The rate 
of progress of RRS is dependent on the additive variance in 
the test crosses, and genetic divergence does not necessarily 
increase this additive variance. Genetic divergence, in fact, 
often decreases it. 
Two serious drawbacks to using WPS are apparent from other 
considerations which are not revealed by considering rates of 
progress alone. These drawbacks will be listed here and fur­
ther discussion will be delayed until a modified selection 
procedure is proposed. 
1. WPS, as presented, would maintain two separate popu­
lations, each of which would be at a lower perform­
ance level than the hybrid population of RRS. The 
gains by WPS would be expected to carry over to the 
hybrid between the two populations for all types of 
gene effects up to and including complete dominance. 
However, for certain gene frequencies and overdom-
inance, the covariance of the additive gene effects 
in a closed population with the additive gene ef­
fects in hybrid combination, can be negative. To 
the extent that this occurs WPS will result in nega­
tive selection as far as hybrid performance is conu 
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cerned. 
2. At overdominant loci the change in gene frequency by 
WPS would come to an equilibrium on the curved line 
in Figure 1. Thus the maximum hybrid combination 
could not be obtained by this method. 
Comparison of RRS (ab^ba) with (at^ab) (ba^ba) By 
definition comparison is 
% = abOAa * baOAb " 
= * 2(bPl)[2(aPi)Sil]^ 
- |%aPi)t2 (aPj)(bPl)gljSil] 
1 J > J-
- 2KbPl)[3.(aPi)(bPk)gkieil] - 2 PAB + HAHAB * PBPAB ' 
J- 1 y K 
Since Mjj = + pg) we find 
^A^AB HBHAB" Z^AB ~ "^PAB'-^AB'^^^A'^HB^^ 
= -2Myp^g . 
Although the first part of this expression for can be sim­
plified in the summation notation, the more convenient form 
for C2 is as above 
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Co = 
11 1 1 
- ?CaPi)C .2 (aPj)(bPi)gij6iil - 2(aPp<bPfc>gkl8ilJ 
1 J * l 1 1, K 
- ZMyPAB • 
In this form C2 can be expressed in matrix notation. All 
vectors and matrices have been defined in the M„ and C. de-
n 1 
velopments. 
CL = R»GVGR + Q*G?WGQ - Q^GVGR - Q*GWGR - 2 (f)P* (-G)PR»GQ 
= R*GVGR + Q»GWGQ - Q*G[V+W]GR + P«GPR»GQ . 
With two alleles and arbitrary gene action 
R»GVGR = (b^ bg) /d c^ 
I c 0; 
0 




= (b^d+b2C b^c) /a^ 0 \ /b^d+h^c 
a^Cb^d + bgC)^ + b^c^ 
\ 0 0.2 
2 ^ 1' 
b.c 
Since a. = 1 - a^ and bg = 1 - b^ 
R*GVGR = a^(bfd2- 2b^cd +b^c^+c^+2bj^cd - 2h^c^) + b^c^- a^T^^ 




2 2 2 o 2 2 2 






+r^[ -2c^ (a2-2aj^b^+b^)+cd(a^-2a^b^+b^)+a^b^d^-2a^b^cd] 
— 2c (a^—b^) —cdCa^—bj^) +r^[ Ccd—2c^(aj^—2a^bj^+bj^) 
+a^b2d^-2aj^bj^cd] 
= r^(2c^-cd)-r^ (2c^-cd) (aj^-2a^b2+b^)+r^a^b^(d^-2cd) 
= r^(2c^-cd)(l-ai-b2+2a^b^)+r^a^b^(d^-2cd) 
Cg = r^(2c^-cd)(a2b2+a^b^)+r^a^b^(d^-2cd). (30) 
For additive gene action, d = 2c, it is easily verified that 
C2 is zero. For complete dominance d = c and 
C2 = c^r^Cagbg+a^bi) - c^r^Caj^b^) 
= c^^r^Cagbg) = 2cMjj(a2b2) . (31) 
For pure overdominance d = 0 
C2 = 2c^r^a2b2+a2^b^) = 2cMpj(a2b2+ajLb^) . (32) 
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The quantities in equations 31 and 32 are non-negative 
and zero only trivially. However, C2 can be negative for 
certain gene frequencies and partial dominance, i.e., 
c d ^  2c. A negative Cg in this case would require a rela­
tively high gene frequency of the partially dominant allele 
in both populations. If such were the case the contribution 
of the locus toward selection progress would be very small 
and unimportant. RRS is almost uniformly better than 
and as far as rate of progress is concerned. 
Comparison of RRS (ab^^ba) with (aa^ab^ and (ba^bb^ Com­
parison three in terms of mating systems is 
^3 ~ ab^ba~ ^ ^aa^ab^ba^bb^ 
Choosing the appropriate terms from Table 1, C3 is found to be 
^3 = ab^Aa ba^^A^ " i^aa^Aa* ^°^^aa°^a» ab°^a^ ^ 
-itbb^b Co^<ba°^ b.bb'^ b)J 




+*(PA - Ps)^ - ^ MAB% * "H • 
°3 = 2KaPi)[3(bPi)gii]2 2(jjPj^)[|(^Pj)g£j^]2 
-j[z[(aPi) 5KaPj)gij+(bPi) ]%bPj)Sij][^^aPm+bPm)Sim!i 
+i^"A -
= 2KaPi)[2(tPi)gii]2 + 2XbPi)[Z(tPi)gii]2 
-i 3[Z(aPp(aPj)gij+Z(bPi)(bPj)Sij][2(aPm+bPm)Sim] 
- Ps)^ - • 
Then, expressing C^ in matrix notation 
C3 = R«GVGR + Q*GWGQ - |-[Q*'GVG(Q+R) + R»GWG(Q+R)] 
+$(q?GQ - RH3R)(Q*GQ-R»GR) - Q'GRP*(-G)P 
+iP*(-G)PPK-G)P 
= R»GVGR+Q*GWGQ-|-[QGV+R*GW] G(Q+R) 
'1'|.(Q*GQ-R»GR)(Q«GQ-R*GR)+ I Q'GQP*GP+*P*GPP*GP . 
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With two alleles and arbitrary gene action, Br*GVGR and Q*GWGQ 
are as calculated for C2. 
•|-[Q»GV+R*GW]G(Q+R) = -f (a. a^) / d c ' 
(b^ b^) / d c\/b^ 0 
c 0 / \ 0 b2 
^d 
/ a. 0 \ + 
c 0 /  [ 0  3 2  
y c 0/ ysg + b2/ 
P 2 (a^d+b^d+a2c+b2c)(a^d+b^d+a^a2c + bj^n2c) 
fc^Ca^+b^DCa^ag+b^bg)] 
-§"^[ a^(d-c)+bjL(d-c)+2c] [ a^(d-c)'i-b^(d-c)+a^c+b^c) ] 
+ c^(a^+b^)(a^-a^ + b^^-b^^ (33) 
KQ*GQ-R*GR)(Q'GQ-R*GR) = $ ( b i  ^ > 2 )  f  d  c ^  /  ^ 1  \  
c 0/ b2/ 







I Q*GRP»GP = J r^[a^b^d^+a^cd-4aj^bj^cd+bj^cd-2a^c^+4a^b^c2-2bj^c2] 
$P'GPP*GP = |r^(d-2c)^ 









a^cd+ J b2cd-2a2cd-2b2cd-5a2c2-5b^c^ 
+ I" aj^bj^d^-ôaj^bji cd+ôa^^b^c^) . 
C3 = faj^b^d^-aj^bf cd+3ajLbjLCd-4aj^bjLC^+2b^c^+|-a^bj^d^ 
-a2b]^cd+2a^c^-|-a^d2+a^cd - ^  a^cd-f-b^d^ 
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+bjcd-|l32cd'i-r^(|-a|d^'i-ib^d2+c^+2a^c^+2b^c^+|a^cd+ fb^^cd 
-2a^cd-2b^cd-5aj^c^-5b^c^+ ^ ^^b^d^-ôa^b^cd+ôa^b^c^) 
= -f aj^d^(a2-b^)+aj^cd(a^-b^)-bj^cd(a^-b2) 
p 2 2 2 ^ g 3 
+ f-bj^d (a^-b^)+2c (a^^-b^) - ^ a^cdCai-biD+^bicdCa^-bi) 
+ r^(|-a^d^+2"t>2'^^+c^+2a^c^+2b^c^+^a2^cd+ ^ ^cd-2a^cd 
- 2b^cd-5a^c^-5bj_c^+ faj^bj^d^-ôaj^bj^cd+ôaj^b^c^) 
= r^[-§d^(a2+b2)+2Cd(ai+b^)+3c^- ^d+f-a^d^+2a^c^-2a^cd 
+-|-b2d^+2b^c^-2b^cd-5aj^c^-5b2^c^+^a2bj|^d^-6aj^b^cd+6aj^b^c^ ] 
= r^C c^(3'i-2a|+2b^-5a2^-5b]^+6a2^bj^)+d^(|-a^+|-b|+ ^'aj^bj^-fa^-l-bj^) 
-§cd(-7ai-7bi+3+4a2+4bi+12aibi)] 
Cg = r^ ^C^[3(a2b2+a2b2)-2(a2a2+b^b2)]+d^[ 
3 Ç s 
a^2b2""2aj|^ a2•"2bj|^ b2'^  2^ 1^ !.^  j * (34) 
Again, it is easily verified that C^ equals zero for additive 
gene action. When d = c, complete dominance, 
Cj—3a2b2~bj|^b2~3^3i2^ ~ cMHC3a2b2~bj^b2*"3j_32^• (35) 
When d = 0, overdominance, 
C3 = C^r2[3(a2b2+aibi)-2(a^a2+b2b2)] 
= c MH[3(a2b2+a]^bi)-2(aj^a2+bib2)] . (36) 
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Equation 36 is non-negative and zero only when the two popu­
lations are equal in gene frequency. Equation 35 can be posi­
tive, negative or zero. for complete dominance can be 
written 
= -i-c^r^Eaf + b^ + - 4a^-4bj^ + 3] . 
Cg is then zero on the diagonal lines of Figure 2, and is 
positive or negative as shown. 
An expression for the general comparison equation 34 
that can be expressed in a two-dimensional plot has not been 
found. seems to vary with a^, b^ and d separately. The 
conclusion that is indicated by the calculation of a number 
of numerical examples is that aa^ab ba^bb not compare 
as favorably with RRS as does WPS. This is particularly true 
for overdominance since ^a^ab ba^bb depend on covariances 
of additive effects which may be negative. 
Comparison of RRS (abM^a) w^ith (aa^ba^ and (ab^^bb^ 
Using the definition of terms in Table 1, comparison 4 is 
^4 ~ ab^Ag'^ ba^Ab" ^^'^^aa^a»ab^a) + CovCb^^bp^^^b) 
*ab4a + ba^Ab] 
= Kabaia + ba% " ^^''^aa^a;ab®^^ " CovCba^a'bd^b)] ' 
But this is equal to §-C2» This means that C4 is better than 
C2, but aa^ba and ab^bb would not be superior to RRS. Also, 
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^5 - ab^ba " aa^bb 
= V+ W- Y- Z . 
However, this is identical to the Cg comparison. 
Further discussion of the relative merits of the various 
breeding systems will be presented with the results of the 
Monte Carlo selection experiments. 
The Logic of Simulation 
The Monte Carlo method is so called because it is based on 
the simulation of stochastic processes. All Monte Carlo tech­
niques have as a common feature the use of random numbers. 
Strictly speaking, a random number exists only as the result 
of a random process. A mechanical or electronic device to 
supply truly random numbers was not used for several reasons: 
(a) These methods are too time consuming to be used with high­
speed computers. (b) Fast arithmetic procedures do exist 
whose results, though not random, nevertheless do furnish a 
satisfactory substitute, (c) It is sometimes desirable to 
repeat a calculation exactly. This is possible with arith­
metic schemes, but not possible if a random device is involved. 
The power residue method due to Lehmer (45) was chosen to 
generate random numbers since repeated investigations have 
shown it to be a best choice for quality of results in addi­
tion to being extremely simple and fast. A sequence of uni-
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formly distributed numbers, 0 ^ 1> is generated by the 
congruence = lOOll^^Cmod 10^®), where pQ is any 10-digit 
decimal fraction not divisible by 2 or 5. The following chi-
square transformation (10) of is used to generate standard 
normal variate 
xi = (-2 log^ji^y cos 2 
*2 = (-2 logePi): . 
Throughout the genetic simulation process repeated use is 
made of the random numbers, to make probability decisions. 
An event with a given probability, say 0, is simulated by com­
paring 0 with the random number 0 ^  ^ 1. If is less 
than or equal to 0 the event occurs. Two events with equal 
probability would be equivalent to 0 = .5. This fundamental 
comparison is used to simululate segregation and recombina­
tion of genes. 
In order that the results of simulated studies may be ex­
trapolated to biological organisms it is essential that the 
Mendelian process be icproduced with as little deviation from 
reality as possible. A major advantage of the simulated ex­
periment is that the genetic structure of the organism is under 
the direct control of the experimenter. The starting para­
meters are known and controlled. This degree of control is 
impossible with animals or plants. This exact degree of con­
trol is at the same time a major disadvantage. The problems 
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arise when one attempts to choose a reasonable number of start­
ing specifications which will give reliable results and at the 
same time some degree of generality. In spite of the prob­
lems of parameter specification it was thought that these con­
trolled studies would suggest areas of mathematical or biologi­
cal experimentation. 
Gill (25) and Qureshi (56, 57) have extensively studied 
the effects of population size, linkage, selection intensity 
and environmental variance in mass selection. The effect of 
varying these factors is, therefore, not considered here. 
We may consider the following general genetic processes 
which are included in any simulated selection system: 
(a) The initial population(s) must be generated. 
(b) Pairs of parents which are to produce offspring are 
selected. 
(c) A random gamete from each parent is obtained and the 
progeny formed. 
(d) Genotypes and phenotypes of parents and progeny are 
evaluated, and other population parameters of interest 
are computed. 
(e) Parent population(s) are selected for the next genera­
tion. 
The problem of simulating a particular selection technique 
is simply a matter of ordering these five basic processes in 
appropriate ways. The basic selection procedure simulated is 
reciprocal recurrent selection (RRS) and modifications of RRS 
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to be described later. 
The scope of the problem 
The individuals simulated are bisexual diploid with only 
two alleles per locus considered. The immediate extension to 
the unisexual diploid species can be made if one considers 
the genetic constitution of the male and female segments of 
the population to be the same. 
Forty independently segregating loci provided the genetic 
base. Each locus was given equal weight in computing the geno-
typic value. Unequal weights would present no mechanical 
problems, but would appear to yield no particular advantage. 
For convenience and efficiency in the use of computer space, 
the forty loci were grouped into 4 words of 10 loci each. 
Since a recombination value of .5 was used throughout, no con­
sideration had to be given to linkage relationships. Each 
of the forty loci affect a single quantitative character ad-
ditively. 
The choice of environmental contribution to the phenotypic 
value may be either independent of the genotype or may be some 
function of the genotypic variance. If one is primarily in­
terested in the genotype-environment interaction, the environ­
mental contribution could be varied over the cycles ©f selec­
tion. However, the environmental variable was chosen to be 
an independent, normally distributed variable with zero mean 
and variance of 120 throughout the study. The choice of mag­
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nitude for the variance was designed to keep the heritability 
in the broad sense low, i.e., always less than 25%. The con­
stant variance is to eliminate any confounding effect of the 
environment. The level of heritability varies with the start­
ing gene frequencies, the type of gene effects and with the 
cycles of selection. As the number of segregating loci is de­
creased by selection, the heritability approaches zero. 
The consistently low heritability was designed to fit the 
circumstances under which progeny testing would be required 
for successful evaluation of a particular genotype. All of 
the simulation studies used some method of progeny testing 
for genotypic evaluation of individual members of a population. 
The simulation is intended to duplicate as nearly as pos­
sible a RRS program which could be conducted on an easily 
cross pollinated biological species. One particular modifi­
cation of the normal BRS requires a selfing generation. Other­
wise, the simulation applies equally to plants and animals. 
Considering the locus by locus manner in which parents 
and progeny are assimilated, it would be unreasonable to at­
tempt to deal with population numbers of the magnitude possible 
with some species. This is particularly true in relation 
to the number of test cross progeny generated from each of the 
parent populations. The number of mathematical operations re­
quired of the computer quickly becomes astronomical. 
The following population sizes were chosen to give a 
reasonable reliability as well as manageable machine operations: 
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(a) The two populations, hereafter denoted as A and B, 
were composed of 90 individuals in each selection 
cycle. 
(b) Five test cross progeny were generated for each mem­
ber of A and B. This gave a total of 180 sets of 
half-sib test cross progeny each selection cycle. 
(c) A selection intensity of ^  was used. In other words, 
10 of the best performing members within A, and 10 
members within B were selected to propagate the popu­
lations. Performance of an individual was measured by 
the sum of the phenotypic values of the five test 
cross progenies. 
(d) Successive generations of A and B were produced by 
generating two progeny from each of the 45 possible 
single crosses among the 10 selected parents. This 
method of reproducing the populations was intended to 
hold inbreeding to a minimum. No direct measure of 
the rate of inbreeding was available, but the nature 
of the simulation prevents any great difference in 
prepotence of individuals within a population. Con­
sequently, a reduction in the panmictic index of less 
than 5% per cycle of selection would be expected due 
to finite population size. 
(e) Twenty cycles of continuous selection were performed 
for each set of starting parameters. For species 
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which produce one generation per year this is the 
equivalent of 60 years. 
Areas of investigation The primary trends of interest 
are the progress of the means of population A, population B 
and the hybrid, AB, compared over cycles of selection. Of 
secondary interest is a comparison of the amount of vari­
ability remaining in these three populations at any given 
time and the rate and type of fixations that occur. The vari­
able factors which have a bearing on the primary and secondary 
interests are: 
Model Two basic models were used throughout the range 
of other starting parameters. The completely dominant model 
has genotypic values of 2, 2 or 0 for genotypes GG, Gg and gg 
respectively at each of the 40 loci. The particular over-
dominant model chosen has genotypic values of 0, 2 or 0 for 
genotypes GG, Gg or gg respectively at each locus. The maxi­
mum genotypic value for an individual with either model is 80. 
The particular overdominant model selected is an extreme ex­
ample not likely to be found in practice. For this reason it 
may not be a prudent choice. The reasoning was that this 
example would present the extreme overdominant reaction and 
any other overdominant model, say 1, 2 and 0, would give an 
intermediate reaction, tending toward the complete dominant 
case. Several runs were made with a mixed model. That is, 
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10 loci additive, 20 loci dominant and 10 loci overdominant 
were simulated to test the hypothesis that the separate seg­
ments would behave independently with no linkage or epistasis. 
Gene frequency in the two starting populations The ini­
tial gene frequencies generated in A and B are as follows: 
Population A 
.1 .5 .9 
. I X  X  X  
population B .5 X 
.9 X 
Each of the 40 loci within a population start with the same 
gene frequency for a particular run. This was done for two 
reasons; a slight simplification of computer logic, and a sim­
plification of the interpretation of the results. Let the fre­
quency of G in A and B be denoted by P^ and Pg respectively. 
Thus, it is apparent for the overdominant model, = Pg = .1 
is equivalent to Py^ Pg = .9. Therefore only the former was 
used for the overdominant case. 
Methods of selection As mentioned previously, the ba&ic 
selection method to be investigated by Monte Carlo is RRS as 
proposed by Comstock ejt (14), Two modifications of normal 
RRS were also considered. The first method allows the tester 
populations to remain constant through successive cycles of 
selection. This can be represented diagramatically as follows: 
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Selection 
cycle population tester population tester 




This modification, hereafter denoted by RRSg, permits consider­
able simplification in the mechanics of RRS since the tester 
populations can be maintained by a simple breeding scheme. 
There are also possible selection advantages over normal RRS 
for certain gene models. 
The second modification for which a series of starting con­
ditions were run, differs from normal RRS in that one genera­
tion of selfing is performed at the beginning of each cycle 
of selection prior to performing the test crosses. One cycle 
of selection can be represented as follows for only one popu­
lation: 
Generation Population A 
1 Self population A plants. 




SjL B plants. Self tested A plants to 
give Sg lines in A. 
Evaluate test crosses. 
Recombine selected S2 lines. 
Start next cycle. 
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For population B, reverse the roles of A and B in generations 
1 to 5. This model will be denoted by RRSg. This modifica­
tion was suggested for RRS by Horner (29) for the following 
heuristic reasons: 
(a) Within-line variability is reduced and between-line 
variability is increased by one generation of selfing. 
(b) Selection for highly heritable traits can be per­
formed before the expensive test crosses are made. 
It will be noted that this method requires four generations 
for the completion of one cycle of selection versus three 
generations for normal RRS. For adaptation to a corn breeding 
program, this will not require an additional year per cycle 
since the selfing generation can be performed in off-season 
plantings. Such off-season plantings are already an integral 
part of most corn breeding programs. 
In general only one run was made for each set of starting 
parameters chosen. However, as a check on the repeatability of 
the results, a number of the combinations were replicated twice. 
The replicated trials were always in excellent agreement, with 
only minor fluctuations in magnitude. It is concluded that a 
single run for a given set of starting parameters gives re-
peatable results concerning trends of the means and variances, 
and rate of fixation of the alleles. 
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The nature of the computer program 
The program is written for a decimal computer and in par­
ticular the IBM-7074. Programming of the main routine was 
done in Fortran language. Three subroutines were written in 
symbolic machine language (Autocoder). Machine language is 
necessary whenever an individual digit in a storage word is 
manipulated. Individual digits were manipulated to generate 
initial genotypic arrays, to produce gametes and to compute 
genotypic values. These three operations are fundamental. The 
main routine is used to store, rearrange, and to do arithmetic 
operations with the products of the three autocoder subroutines. 
Changes were continually made in the main routine to conform 
to the particular selection system being simulated. A short 
record of the operations performed in the subroutines seems 
appropriate at this time. 
Generation of the initial populations The heterozygous 
parent populations are generated in the following manner. The 
dominant and recessive alleles are identified by the digits 1 
and 0 respectively. The two allelic positions at a locus are 
represented by one position in each of two 10 digit machine 
storage words (chromosome pairs). Thus, two storage words 
represent 10 loci, and an individual genotype of 40 loci uti­
lizes 8 storage words. An individual genotype is generated 
by placing a 1 or 0 into each of the 80 allelic positions with 
a probability depending on the selected gene frequency. Con­
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sidering the 90 individuals in a particular population, the 40 
loci have the same initial gene frequency except for chance 
fluctuations. 
Formation of gametes The parents are picked in accord­
ance with the particular mating system. The mating may be self-
ing or a random selection of parents. Once the parents are 
chosen, a random gamete is generated by performing a random 
walk along the stretch of homologous chromosomes. The selec­
tion of successive genes for the gamete is made by comparing 
the random, uniform variate, O^^^l, with the recombination 
value, r = .5. The selection of a gene from the first homolo­
gous pair of genes is with equal probability. Each successive 
gametic gene is picked from the same homologous parent chromo­
some unless r is greater than or equal to ^ ; in which case the 
gene from the other homologous chromosome is picked for the 
gamete. The process is continued until a complete gamete is 
generated. 
Evaluation of genotype The three phases of the combina­
tion of two alleles are identified by arithmetically adding the 
two homologous chromosomes. For example, the addition of a 
chromosome. Oil, to its homologue, 001, gives the sum 012, which 
identifies ^ and ^ phases in the genotype. The number of 
1 l,Ox 
Y and phases in the genotype is counted and labeled, say 
N2 and respectively. The genotypic value of an individual 
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can be computed as a function of Ng and depending on the 
model. With complete dominance the genotypic value V = 
and with the overdominant model used, V = The phenotypic 
value of an individual is then obtained by adding xog to the 
genotypic value, where x is a generated, standard normal vari-
ate with zero mean and unit variance, and Og is the environ­
mental standard deviation. 
The results of the simulated selection experiments are 
recorded in Tables 3 through 29 in Appendix A and the progress 
of the means of the two populations and the hybrid are graphed 
in Figures 3 through 29 in Appendix B. 
Two alleles per locus were simulated throughout the Monte 
Carlo studies. The implications of these results to multiple 
alleles will be discussed later. 
The goal of a Monte Carlo study is to draw generalities 
from specific examples. To make these generalities tenable, 
the range of starting dominant gene frequencies were chosen 
and will be denoted as follows: 




Population B .1 Freq 1 
.5 
.9 




Freq 1, 2 and 3 are intended to be analogous to cases where 
all source material for selection is combined into a synthetic 
and arbitrarily divided into population A and B prior to RRS. 
Freq 4 and 5 were to simulate divergent stocks. The primary 
interests in the discussion were the relative merits and demer­
its of the three selection systems, RRS, RRSg and RRS^. 
The completely dominant model 
With starting conditions Freq 1 and complete dominance, it 
can be noted that the hybrid response to selection is immediate 
and continued for all three selection systems. Judging from 
Tables 3, 8 and 13 and the correspondingly numbered figures, 
one would conclude that the total genetic advance in the hy­
brid is not greatly different for the three selection systems. 
The slight advantage shown by RRSg after 20 cycles of selec­
tion was tempered somewhat by the fact that the genetic 
variance was essentially exhausted, while RRS and RRS^ still 
maintain moderate hybrid variance. Extrapolation from the 
data indicates that the results would be about the same for 
RRS and RRS^, while somewhat lower for RRS^. A more signifi­
cant comparison of the hybrid advance would be after 10 cycles 
of selection. The response to RRSg is definitely curvilinear, 
viiile the response to RRS and RRS^ has only slight deviation 
from linearity. Thus, the advance for RRSg after 10 cycles 
is 12.0 units better than RRS and 10.4 units better than RRS^. 
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It would seem that RRSg takes advantage of the existing genetic 
variability earlier in selection, with no additional loss in 
genetic potential from fixation of the recessive allele. 
RRS^ shows a moderate advantage, in that populations A and B 
continue to show improvement for the entire 20 cycles of 
selection. This leads to better performance of the source 
populations at some expense to hybrid performance. 
The data for starting conditions Freq 2 are recorded in 
Table and Figure numbers 4, 9 and 14. Under all selection 
systems the hybrid response was near maximum after 20 cycles 
of selection. RRSg was somewhat more responsive in the early 
cycles. The population A and B improvement with RRS and RRSg 
was very slight, while RRS^ shows marked genetic advance. 
This better population response is also shown by comparing 
the number of recessive loci fixed. Of the 80 total loci, 
RRS^ fixed no recessives, RRS fixed 7 and RRSg fixed 11. In 
no case was the recessive allele fixed at the same locus in 
both populations. This is a demonstration of complementary 
selection. Under all the selection systems the variances in 
the populations A and B are maintained at a higher level than 
the variance of the hybrid. This is a verification of the 
conclusion drawn from the comparison and displayed in Fig­
ure 1. With starting conditions Freq 2, the frequency of the 
dominant allele in A plus the dominant allele frequency in B 
is always greater than 1.0. Thus, the progress by within popu­
lation selection (WPS) would be greater than or equal to RRS. 
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For starting conditions Freq 3 (Table and Figure numbers 
5, 10 and 15) perhaps the most surprising aspect was the drift 
of the populations from maximum performance. First consider 
RRS and RRSg. For these systems the hybrid performance was 
slowly increased to maximum while the populations drift lower. 
This was to be expected since the fixation of the dominant 
allele at a number of loci in one population, say A, will 
permit the corresponding loci in B to fluctuate by chance. 
The lower performance of the populations would require a gene 
frequency drift at only a few loci. This drift, would in no 
way reduce the performance of the hybrid since the correspond­
ing loci in A were fixed for the dominant allele. When the 
tester was maintained at a gene frequency of 0.9 in both popu­
lations, as in RRSg, very little additive variance was possi­
ble in any population. Thus, the predominant influence in 
all populations, including the hybrid, was chance fluctuation. 
The greatest probability for chance fluctuation of the mean 
was down and that was exactly what occurred. 
The starting condition Freq 4 was the first to test di­
vergent parental stocks. Refer to Table and Figure numbers 
6, 11, and 16. Bear in mind the fact that all 40 loci within 
a population begin at the same gene frequency. This is not 
likely to occur in practice, but in this pure selection sys­
tem it permits easier interpretation. It is not particularly 
relevant that population A yields more than the hybrid. If 
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the high frequency of the dominant alleles at different loci 
were distributed more equally between the populations, the 
hybrid would yield more than either population. The expected 
selection progress of the hybrid would remain unchanged. The 
total genetic advance of the hybrid was essentially the same 
for all selection systems. The early cycles of selection were 
considerably more effective for RRSg than for the other se­
lection systems. It was a little surprising that RRSg also 
increases populations A and B considerably faster than the 
other systems for 4 cycles. No system simulated was effective 
in sustained improvement of population B which started at 
dominant gene frequency of 0.1. 
Starting condition Freq 5 (Table and Figure numbers 7, 
12 and. 17) reveals nothing new. These cases do re-emphasize 
the fact that the reciprocal selection technique is not effi­
cient in increasing the dominant allele frequency from low 
values when the alternate population has a higher dominant 
gene frequency. RRSg was again the most effective selection 
procedure. 
The purely overdominant model 
For the overdominance model there were four starting con­
ditions, Freq 1, 2, 4 and 5. The response of the hybrid with 
Freq 1 (Table and Figure numbers 18, 22 and 26) was good for 
both RRS and RRSg. The response to selection was disappoint­
ing when the tester was not allowed to change, i.e. RRS^. 
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The advantages of reciprocal change in the populations were 
lost and consequently the hybrid could not be expected to ap­
proach the maximum genotypic value since many loci became 
fixed for the recessive allele in both populations. The gen­
eration of selfing in RRSg again improves selection response 
in the first 10 cycles. Extrapolation of the advance for the 
hybrid genotypic means in Tables 18 and 26 would indicate that 
the genetic potential has been somewhat restricted by reces­
sive fixation. The slight sacrifice in genetic potential at 
some distant selection limit would seem a small price to pay 
for the more immediate response which RRSg promises in the 
early cycles. The rise in the population A and B means prior 
to the decline is significant to a later discussion with re­
gard to implications about gene action. 
The selection response displayed when both populations 
begin at the equilibrium frequency was demonstrated by Freq 2 
(Table and Figure numbers 19, 23 and 27). All additive vari­
ances were zero and the projected selection response based on 
infinite population theory was also zero. The relatively 
small size of the populations allows chance fluctuation away 
from equilibrium. Thus, with two segregating populations the 
advantages of allowing the tester to change complementary to 
the tested population was dramatically apparent when contrast­
ing Figures 19, 23 and 27. With the constant tester, RRS^, 
the hybrid genotypic mean was unchanged after 20 cycles of 
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selection and the fixation due to finite population size is 
entirely at random. With RRS and RRSg small reciprocal 
changes in gene frequency were allowed to accumulate. After 
a period of indecision, the hybrid advances as the additive 
variance increases. The selfing series, RRSg, was more effec­
tive in getting selection off dead center and increasing the 
rate of progress. 
Refer to Table and Figure numbers 20, 24, and 28 for 
starting conditions Freq 4. A similar pattern of response 
was evident from these data. RRS produced a nearly linear re­
sponse approaching maximum after 20 cycles. RRSg exhibited 
rapid early increase of the hybrid, tapering off in later cy­
cles. RRSg failed to take full advantage of the variability 
and consequently the hybrid progress lagged. 
The results from starting conditions Freq 5 are displayed 
in Table and Figure numbers 21, 25 and 29. As expected, the 
hybrids proceed rapidly toward maximum genotypic value with 
no particular advantage shown by any method. The RRS data 
was abbreviated because insufficient machine time was allocated 
for that run and the program was cut off. The prospect for 
additional information did not seem to justify the expense of 
a rerun. 
With reference to all the simulation studies for the 
dominance and overdominance models, it was surprising how 
long the genetic variability was maintained with only 40 loci 
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segregating. Many quantitative traits are assumed to be con­
trolled by a much larger number of loci. The implication of 
this to a practical breeding program is that the probability 
of exhausting the genetic variability with only a few cycles 
of selection is very small. Thus, the prospects for contin­
ued progress from recurrent selection seem promising. 
Selection equilibria in the hybrid For overdomiriant 
loci there exists the possibility of a selection equilibrium 
at gene frequencies less than complete fixation. Obviously, 
2 if RRS is in complete selection equilibrium both 3^,0^ and 
2 
will be zero. For an arbitrary number of alleles the 
conditions necessary for selection equilibrium are that all 
additive effects of alleles in the hybrid be zero. If we are 
restricted to two alleles per locus, the relations can be 
made more specific. 
The conditions necessary for the components ab^Aa 
ba^Ab be zero can be examined by use of the measure of 
dominance, ^ 'a". In the notation of Comstock e_t (14) it 
was found that 
Excluding the trivial case of fixation it will be noted 
abOA, (37) 
and 
ba^Ab^ " (1 + a - 2p^a)2u2 2 (38) 
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from equations 37 and 38 that the gene frequency of the tester 
determines whether or not the selection pressure in the popu­
lation being tested is zero. That is, the selection pressure 
in A, ab^A ' is zero when the frequency of the more favor-
_ 1 + a _ 
able allele in B, pg, is equal to —• Thus, for several 
levels of dominance 






As *'a" increases, the equilibrium gene frequency asymtotical-
ly approaches 0.5. For the purely overdominant model used in 
the simulation studies *'a" is undefined. However, with geno-
typic values of 0, 2 and 0 for genotypes GG, Gg, and gg the 
equilibrium gene frequency is 0.5. 
Consider the case where one population, say A, is at the 
equilibrium frequency and B is at some other value. Then, in 
the first cycle RRS will produce no change in the gene fre­
quency in B, but the progress in A will depend on the non-zero 
magnitude of ab^Aa^' Thus, population A will no longer be at 
the equilibrium frequency and successive cycles of selection 
will result in gene frequency changes in both populations. 
Suppose both populations begin selection at equilibrium 
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frequency. In this case one must rely on chance fluctuations 
to produce a small gene frequency change in one population 
and consequently a small amount of additive variance. This 
additive variance will cause selection pressure in the al­
ternate population to be opposite the change from chance fluc­
tuations. Once a slight difference in gene frequency exists 
between populations, selection will eventually produce fixa­
tion of G in one population and g in the other. Thus, RRS 
can not maintain a stable equilibrium except for extremely 
large population size. 
The basis for using RRS modified by one generation of selfing 
The asserted purpose of imposing a generation of selfing 
in each cycle of RRS was to increase the additive variance in 
the inbred population. In the notation used by Kempthorne 
(43) the additive variance in an inbred population is 
^AF = (1 + F) 2 pqC<§ 
where 
= average effect of a gene substitution in the inbred 
population 
and 
p + q = 1 . 
In a random mating population the additive variance is 
"AR = 2 Pq°<R 
where 
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= average effect of a gene substitution in a random 
mating population. 
It would appear at a glance that the additive variance in the 
inbred population is (1 + F) times the additive variance in 
2 o 
the random mating population. However, = (1 + F) if 
and only if c>Cp = c»^ . It has been shown (43) that (Xp = 
when p = q for any level of dominance, or for any gene fre­
quency with additive gene effects. 
In spite of the fact that the additive gene effects do 
change with inbreeding in the models used for simulation, the 
multiple (1 + F) is used as the only available approximation 
in calculating the expected genetic advance from RRSg in the 
next section. 
Prediction of genetic advance from known starting parameters 
The starting gene frequencies and genotypic values were 
known. Thus, the expected additive components of variance 
can be calculated and from this a prediction of the genetic 
advance was possible by use of Griffing's formulae. The ex­
pected rate of progress was found to be 
where 
i ® /°Ls. 
and s is the standardized selection differential. It was 
found that 
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The mean of 5 test cross progeny were used for evaluation, 
thus, the prediction formula for RRS is 
If one generation selfing is performed prior to the test 
cross the inbreeding coefficient is Then using the mul­
tiple (1 + F) to approximate the increase in the additive va­
riance, the prediction formula for RRSg is 
The expected additive variance for 40 loci was calculated 
for each set of starting conditions for the dominant and over-
dominant model. Using equations 39 and 40 the predicted ad­
vance for 5 cycles of RRS and RRSg was calculated and recorded 
in Tables 30 and 31. 
These predicted advances can then be compared with the 
actual advances obtained in the simulated studies. In general 
the advances can be predicted quite accurately for a few cy­
cles. The inaccuracies in the predictions stem from the in­
ability to consider the changes in the additive variances 
within the period of the prediction. The changes in the addi­




ing conditions = .9 and Pg = .1 for complete dominance. 
Within the range of 5 cycles of selection, the additive vari­
ance dwindles from a moderate level down to essentially zero. 
The result was an over-prediction of the advance. On the 
other hand, for P^ = .5 and Pg = .5, with overdominance the 
prediction was zero, but additive variance accumulates after 
several cycles and progress was made. 
In cases where the additive variance remains approxi­
mately constant, the predictions were quite accurate. 
Specificity of reciprocal recurrent selection 
Specificity of RRS lies in the fact that selection is 
directed toward improvement in the hybrid. The consequences, 
of selection based on cross performance, related to the A and 
B performance will be examined. It has been shown that all 
of the breeding systems considered in this study use the addi­
tive variance or covariances among additive effect for selec­
tion progress. One may then ask whether RRS actually does se­
lect for specific complementary effects in the two populations. 
A cursory examination of Appendix B will reveal that the heter-
otic response of the hybrid was enhanced in successive cycles 
of selection. The increasing value of the hybrid population 
coupled with early stability of the original populations was 
perhaps the most striking general observation to be made from 
the graphs in Appendix B. How can selection for additive gene 
effects result in the obvious complementary selection shown 
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by the simulation? The answer to this question can be given 
for RRS by presenting a clarification of the following points: 
First, to what population does the selection progress 
formula refer? Second, how are the other populations af­
fected by this selection progress? 
The selection progress formula for RRS of 
i 2 2 
2a 2 (abCAg + ba^A^) ^41) 
h. s. 
refers to the hybrid population. This seems to be a rather 
obvious fact, but judging by the literature, a large propor­
tion of the experimenters using RRS have either overlooked or 
ignored this fact. A number of experiments using RRS have 
been reported where the primary objective was to improve the 
original populations and not the hybrid. As proposed, RRS 
was designed to improve the hybrid and any improvement to the 
original populations would only be because of a positive cor­
relation with the hybrid progress. RRS is not an efficient 
method of improving the original populations even if over-
dominance is excluded. This was clearly demonstrated in most 
of the graphs in Appendix B. 
The second point is related to the first. The selection 
in RRS is done on the basis of hybrid performance, but the 
selection pressure is exerted on two separate closed popula­
tions. In terms of a single locus the selection pressure in 
each of the two populations will not in general be the same. 
In equation 41 the selection pressure exerted on alleles in 
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2 population A is determined by the magnitude of ab'^Ag ' The 
selection pressure on population B alleles is determined by 
ba^At» * overdominance is excluded for the present, 
ab*^A^ ~ ba*^A^ only when the gene frequencies in the two popu­
lations are equal. If the two populations differ in gene 
frequency the greatest selection pressure is exerted in the 
population which has the higher frequency of the dominant al­
lele. This fact can best be illustrated by numerical examples. 
Let ^pQand ^Pg indicate the frequency of alleles G and 
g in A, with ^ pQ and |^pg similarly defined for B. Then for 
complete dominance, with genotypes GG, Gg and gg assigned the 
values 2, 2 and 0 respectively, and by using the formulae of 
Griffing (28) one obtains the components of variance for a 
single locus as shown in Table 32. One finds that when selec­
tion is based on the hybrid performance the greatest selec­
tion pressure in population A or B is in the population with 
the highest frequency of the dominant allele. For the com­
pletely dominant model the greatest selection pressure is most 
often in the population with the smallest genetic variability. 
The results of this difference in selection pressure are 
threefold. 
(1) Once the gene frequency in the two populations differs 
by a small amount the selection pressure is such that 
this difference increases rapidly. 
(2) The population with the lower dominant gene fre­
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quency quickly comes to an equilibrium below the 
genetic potential and fixation is determined by chance 
fluctuations. 
(3) When many loci are considered the resulting hybrid 
will display increased heterotic response while the 
two populations will level off well before the maxi­
mum genetic potential is reached or before the gene­
tic variability is exhausted. 
Thus, the specificity displayed for complete dominance 
in the simulation experiments is in agreement with the theory 
as presented. The results for overdominance differ from com­
plete dominance in direct proportion to the degree of hétéro­
zygote superiority. 
Results of RRS as an indicator of gene action 
It has been stated in the literature that the behavior 
of populations A and B can be used to make inferences about 
the type of gene action most important in the expression of 
a character. According to this hypothesis RRS will produce 
increasing values for A and B with partial or complete domin­
ance and decreasing values for A and B with overdominance. 
The present concern is not with the hybrid since this progress 
is a non-negative function of variance components. 
To relate the effect of RRS on the mean value of A and 
B, one must examine the behavior of Gov (aa'^a» ab®^a^ and 
bb°^b^ • the additive effects of the A alleles 
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in the hybrid are positively correlated with the additive ef­
fects of those alleles in the original population A, then 
Gov Caa^a» ab^a^ will be positive. Consequently, population 
A will increase in value if RRS is effective. Conversely, if 
the correlation above is negative, population A will decrease. 
An analogous situation is true for Gov ' 
Both covariances are non-negative for partial and com­
plete dominance, thus, A and B can not decrease in value ex­
cept by chance. With overdominance the sign ©f the covariances 
depends on the gene frequency l-î-Ju. If the gene frequencies 
of the dominant allele in A and B are on opposite sides of 
1 4* â 
—, both covariances are negative and populations A and 
2 & 
B will decline in genotypic value. However, if the gene fre­
quencies in A and B are on the same side of the equilibrium 
frequency, both covariances will be positive and the genotypic 
value of both populations will increase. This increase in 
genotypic value will continue until one population, say A, 
crosses to the opposite side of the equilibrium frequency. At 
this point, population B will reverse the selective advantage 
of the alleles and both populations will decline in subsequent 
cycles of selection. The maximum value for both A and B will 
occur at the point where population A crosses the equilibrium 
value. 
The most likely range for overdominant loci would place 
''a" between 1.0 and 2.0. As a result the equilibrium gene 
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frequency for the dominant allele would be between 0.75 and 
1.0. Thus, the most probable starting gene frequencies in 
A and B would both be below the equilibrium value, and RRS 
would produce increasing values for A and B for an undeter­
mined number of cycles. 
As a consequence of these observations one can see that 
the increasing genotypic value of A and B for 5 to 10 or more 
cycles of RRS can not be used as evidence for a predominance 
of partial or complete dominance. 
Evidence of this type of reaction may be observed in Fig­
ures 18, 22 and 26. In each case the starting gene frequency 
of G was 0.1 in both populations. A and B exhibit a rising 
trend followed by gradual decline. It should be recalled 
that the pure overdominant model was used in the simulation 
studies. Any other overdominant model would give a more pro­
nounced increase and at a wider range of gene frequencies. 
Consideration of multiple alleles and genetic divergence in 
selecting source populations for RRS 
The discussion and simulated studies have largely been 
confined to the case of two alleles. Let us examine an ex­
ample of multiple allelism which must be given consideration 
when selection of source populations for RRS is made. Since 
genetic divergence has been reported to be of prime importance 
in selecting source material, let us assume that none of the 
alleles contained in one population, say A, are contained in 
population B. If one allele at a particular locus produces 
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the maximum response when homozygous but is partially dominant 
with all other alleles, then no selection system can produce 
the optimum hybrid combination without gene exchange between 
the populations. If the most favorable allele is completely 
dominant to all other alleles, then maximum hybrid performance 
is possible. However, for both partial and complete dominance 
the improvement of the yield of the source populations A and 
B would be severely restricted. This restriction is a result 
of the fact that neither population A nor B contains a com­
plete set of favorable alleles at all loci, thus maximum per­
formance is impossible. 
The case of overdominance differs only in the fact that 
the alleles must be considered in pairs. If the two alleles 
which produce maximum response at a locus are in the same 
population, then RRS will not give maximum performance in the 
hybrid. 
It can be seen that regardless of the type of gene ac­
tion, the genetic potential and the rate of progress can be 
limited when genetic divergence is used as the basis for se­
lection of the source populations. It has been shown both 
theoretically and by simulation that genetic divergence be­
tween populations A and B is not necessary for rapid progress 
by RRS. 
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The mixed model 
The mixed model genotype was composed of 10 additive, 
20 dominant and 10 overdominant loci. The additive and over-
dominant subgenotypes each have a maximum contribution to the 
overall mean of 20 units. The dominant subgenotype contributes 
a maximum of 40 units to the mean. The mixed model with RRS 
was simulated to test the hypothesis that the type of gene 
action at one locus does not affect selection progress at 
other loci when no linkage or epistasis are involved. 
The following general observations were made for the 
mixed model. The dominant and overdominant subgenotypes re­
sponded to selection in the same manner as expected from the 
corresponding pure model. The response of a subgenotype was 
directly proportional to the additive variance contributed to 
the test cross progeny. 
The additive subgenotype requires some discussion, since 
no comparable pure model was used. The response to selection 
was dispersed over the 20 cycles of selection, except where 
both populations began at a high frequency of the more de­
sirable allele. The response was linear regardless of the 
starting gene frequencies. The effect of fixation of the re­
cessive allele at additive loci was apparent from these data. 
When the frequency of the desirable allele was low in either 
population, some fixation of the recessive allele occurred. 
Such recessive fixation restricted the hybrid performance re­
gardless of the allelic content of the alternate population. 
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Because of complementary selection at dominant and overdom-
inant loci, recessive fixation at these loci was not neces­
sarily restrictive to the performance of the hybrid. 
The genetic advance was predicted for the mixed model 
for 5 cycles of selection. The predicted and actual advances 
are presented in Table 33. It was concluded that the advance 
can be accurately predicted by use of Griffing's formulae 
when the genetic variances remain relatively constant for the 
period of the prediction. 
Possible modifications of recurrent selection 
It was found in an earlier section that RRS does not al­
ways produce a more rapid rate of advance than other breed­
ing systems, particularly within population selection (WPS). 
In the simulation studies it was verified that RRS was not an 
efficient method of increasing the desirable gene frequency in 
both parent populations. The simulations also indicate that 
one generation of selfing prior to the test cross was effect­
ive in increasing the additive genetic variance of test cross 
progeny and thus the rate of progress. This generation of 
selfing was effective regardless of the level of dominance. 
Although progress by RRS is based on additive variance of 
test cross progeny, it was shown that complementary selection 
does occur. Genetic diversity between the parental popula­
tions is not necessary and in general should be avoided. 
A single breeding plan utilizing progeny testing which 
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will efficiently meet the divergent needs of plant and animal 
breeders must be somewhat speculative. However, two points 
seem essential to all systems in order that both maximum 
genetic potential and a rapid rate of progress are possible: 
1. All genetic material which is to be entered into the 
program of progeny testing should be combined into 
one synthetic population. Any subsequent population 
required would be obtained by sampling this synthetic. 
This procedure reduces the problems of multiple al­
leles and can only increase, not reduce the genetic 
potential. If the strains entering the synthetic 
are complementary, selection will begin at a high 
level of performance. In general, a larger amount of 
additive variance occurs when gene frequencies are 
intermediate. The synthetic should have gene fre­
quencies more nearly in the intermediate range. 
2. One generation of selfing (or inbreeding) should pre­
cede the test cross, Topcross tests of plants has 
been successfully used for many years to select 
lines of corn for continued selfing. The simulation 
studies have shown that this same procedure is ef­
fective in improving the population performance when 
the selected lines are recombined. In many cases 
the generation of selfing in each cycle will not in­
crease the time required for completion of a cycle. 
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This can be accomplished by off-season plantings. 
The uses which are to be made of the products of recur­
rent selection should be defined before a method is adopted. 
These goals may be classified as follows: 
(a) The goal is to increase the desirable gene frequency 
and maintain a gene pool for unspecified and perhaps unknown 
uses. 
(b) An improved synthetic variety is desired. 
(c) The production of single or double crosses is de­
sired, with populations A and B as the source of inbred lines. 
(d) A variety hybrid, A x B, is desired for release each 
ye ar. 
Once the breeder*s goals are defined, he must choose a 
selection system that will efficiently accomplish these goals. 
Three breeding methods and the conditions under which each is 
appropriate will be discussed. The suggested points 1 and 2 
above are recommended for all three methods. The classifica­
tion of a method according to general combining ability or 
specific combining ability is intentionally avoided since 
these terms confuse rather than clarify the basic issues. 
Method 1 Method 1 consists of Hull's method modified 
by the adoption of points 1 and 2 above. In the opinion of 
the writer, the application of Hull's method should not be con­
fined to so called specific testing. Some of the merits of an 
inbred tester were obscured by the controversy concerning the 
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importance of overdominance. 
As proposed here, this method is designed to increase 
the desirable gene frequency in the source population, which 
corresponds to goals (a) and (b). Let us first consider how 
Figure 1 applies to an inbred tester. If population A is the 
inbred, then a^ is either 0 or 1.0. Then, for the com­
parison plotted in Figure 1, RRS corresponds to Hull's 
method. In terms of absolute magnitude, the comparison 
is larger in the lower half of Figure 1 than in the upper half. 
Thus, we can say that the inbred tester is the most efficient 
possible at those loci which are fixed for the recessive al­
lele (corresponding to a^ = 0). The question then is how to 
judiciously choose the inbred tester. This choice should be 
an inbred line derived from or related to the population be­
ing improved, for the following reason. An inbred so chosen 
would, in general, be fixed for the recessive alleles at those 
loci at which the population has a low frequency of the dom­
inant alleles. Therefore, the selection progress in the popu­
lation would be at the loci of greatest weakness. 
Loci at which maximum performance is from a homozygote 
will tend toward the optimum by this method. Where the maxi­
mum performance is a hétérozygote, the optimum will not be 
reached at the limit. A sacrifice of some genetic potential 
at the limit for rapid rate of progress in early cycles may 
not be a bad choice. 
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Method 2 Method 2 is within population selection 
(WPS) with one pooled population. The comparison of WPS and 
RRS has been made concerning rate of progress. WPS is effec­
tive for goals (a) and (b). An advantage that WPS has over 
the other methods is that the favorable allele is accumulated 
at all loci. Even for overdominant loci, selection comes to 
an equilibrium at the gene frequency which gives maximum yield 
in a random mating population. Thus, for synthetic production, 
WPS has the maximum genetic potential, but may be somewhat 
slower than method 1 in early cycles of selection. Both meth­
ods 1 and 2 have the advantage of the maintainence and test­
ing of only one population. 
Method 3 Method 3 is RRS modified by points 1 and 2 
above. If the end product of selection is to be used only in 
single crosses, double crosses or population hybrids, then re­
ciprocal recurrent selection as modified is probably the best 
method when all levels of dominance are considered. This cor­
responds to goals (c) and (d). If heterozygote superiority 
can be relegated to a minor role, then WPS will be competitive 
and perhaps slightly superior. 
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SUMMARY 
The developments of this study may be classified under 
two headings, (1) mathematical relations among breeding sys­
tems utilizing progeny testing and (2) Monte Carlo simula­
tion of reciprocal recurrent selection (RRS). 
It was verified that the progress from RRS and related 
selection systems was based only on additive genetic variance 
of test cross progeny. It was found that the specificity of 
the reciprocal selection technique is based on unequal selec­
tion pressure on the two populations and not due to the utili­
zation of non-additive variances. The greatest selection 
pressure at a locus will be in the population which already 
has the higher dominant gene frequency. Certain gene fre­
quency combinations with overdominance are exceptions. The 
results are that the hybrid shows increased yield and heter-
otic response while the populations level off well below the 
maximum genotypic value. 
The amount of heterotic response displayed by the hybrid 
above the midparent was found to be an unreliable indicator 
of the type of gene action, and an equally poor indicator of 
potential value as source material for recurrent selection. 
When multiple alleles are considered, the heterotic response 
of the hybrid can be negative, even with a positive degree of 
dominance and genetic diversity of the parental populations. 
A set of comparisons was made among all possible testing-
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mating systems utilizing two populations. RRS was used as a 
basis of comparison since this method is reported to have maxi­
mum potential and a good rate of progress under a wide range 
of conditions. Five comparisons of rates of progress were 
made. These comparisons were first expressed in summation 
notation for an arbitrary number of alleles. The conversion 
was made to matrix notation in order to facilitate numerical 
evaluation and later algebraic manipulation. By restricting 
the comparisons to two alleles per locus it was possible to 
make meaningful interpretations for all gene frequencies and 
levels of dominance. 
The testing-mating system most competitive with RRS was 
termed "within population selection" (WPS). For levels of 
dominance up to and including complete dominance, WPS has a 
rate of progress greater than or equal to RRS when a^ + t)]^> 1.0, 
where a^ and b^ are the frequency of the dominant alleles in 
the two populations. For levels of dominance in the over-
dominant range the rate of progress by WPS is greater than or 
equal to RRS when a^ + b^^ 1.0 but less than twice the equili­
brium gene frequency. For other gene frequencies the progress 
by RRS is greater than or equal to WPS. 
The simulation studies were conducted by the Monte Carlo 
method which uses random numbers to mimic genetic processes. 
Reciprocal recurrent selection and two modifications of RRS 
were each performed for 9 starting conditions. These 9 con­
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ditions included 5 starting gene frequency combinations for 
the completely dominant model and 4 for the overdominant model. 
A bisexual organism with two alleles at each of 40 inde­
pendently segregating loci was simulated. Environmental va­
riability was imposed by the use of random normal deviates. 
A selection of the 10 best performing parent individuals from 
the 90 tested in each population was conducted for 20 cycles. 
The first modification (RRSg) interposed one generation 
of selfing before the test cross in each cycle. The second 
modification (RRS^) involved a series where the original 
populations were retained unchanged as the tester populations 
throughout the 20 cycles of selection. 
The major purposes in the simulation investigations were 
to study the progress of the population means with complete 
dominance and overdominance, and to compare normal RRS with 
modifications of RRS. 
The examination of factors related to selection equilibria 
shows that a stable equilibrium with overdominance is possible 
when the additive variances are zero and all population sizes 
are infinite. With finite population sizes, small chance 
fluctuations create a small amount of additive variance. Once 
a slight difference in gene frequency exists between popula­
tions, selection proceeds toward fixation for maximum per­
formance of the hybrid. The inbreeding before each cycle of 
selection speeds the breakup of an equilibrium. A selection 
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equilibrium for the hybrid exists only when both populations 
are at the equilibrium frequency. 
It was concluded that the increase in the means of the 
parent populations for a few cycles of selection could not 
be used as evidence for a predominance of partial or com­
plete dominance. In particular, a temporary increase in 
parent population mean can occur even when only overdominant 
gene action exists. 
When source populations are chosen on the basis of genetic 
divergence, the genetic potential and the rate of progress 
can be limited. The disadvantages of genetically divergent 
source populations appear to outweigh any advantages. 
In overall evaluation, the one generation of selfing prior 
to the test cross was very effective in increasing the rate cf 
progress in early cycles of selection. The upper bound for 
total genetic advance for each selection method simulated was 
about the same in most cases. In some cases RRS^ was more ef­
fective in improving the yields of the source populations at 
some expense to selection in the hybrid. For the purely over-
dominant model simulated, RRSg was generally inferior in per­
formance. This degree of contrast would not be as great for 
another level of overdominance. 
It appears that two modifications to recurrent selection 
are important in improving genetic potential and rate of 
progress where these modifications are biologically and 
economically feasible. 
1. A synthetic variety should be made from all material 
which is to be entered in a recurrent selection pro­
gram. 
2, One generation of selfing (or other inbreeding) 
should precede the test crosses in each cycle. 
Discussion was presented which relates the ultimate us­
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Table 3. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRS 
for complete dominance, P^ = .1, Pg = .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 15.0 15.3 15.1 0 0 0 0 
1 21.1 20.3 20.7 0 1 0 1 
2 23.7 21.6 23.4 0 6 0 6 
3 25.5 24.0 27.1 0 7 0 11 
4 27.5 27.5 31.6 0 9 0 16 
5 27.2 27.7 32.9 0 12 0 16 
6 28.8 30.5 36.9 1 15 0 16 
7 29.4 32.7 39.5 1 17 0 16 
8 30.0 34.5 42.2 1 17 0 16 
9 28.6 36.4 45.0 2 19 2 16 
10 29.8 38.4 48.1 2 19 3 17 
11 29.9 39.3 50.1 3 19 4 17 
12 30.6 39.9 52.3 5 20 4 17 
13 31.1 40.2 54.6 5 20 6 17 
14 32.0 41.1 56.0 5 20 7 17 
15 32.9 41.6 58.3 6 20 8 17 
16 32.7 41.9 59.5 6 20 8 17 
17 32.0 43.6 62.7 6 20 11 17 
18 32.2 44.4 64.0 8 20 11 17 
19 31.8 44.0 65.2 9 20 12 17 
20 30.3 44.8 66.7 10 22 14 17 
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Table 4. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRS 
for complete dominance, = .5, Pg = .5 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 60.0 59.6 60.0 0 0 0 0 
1 61.2 60.8 61.3 0 0 0 0 
2 63.1 63.5 64.7 0 0 0 0 
3 65.6 64.1 67.3 0 0 0 0 
4 66.4 63.0 69.7 2 0 1 0 
5 66.5 61.0 70.2 3 0 3 1 
6 67.6 61.3 72.4 5 0 4 1 
7 67.5 61.7 73.0 5 0 8 1 
8 68.8 62.6 74.0 6 1 8 2 
9 67.2 63.1 73.8 7 1 8 2 
10 66.7 63.4 74.5 8 1 10 2 
11 67.4 62.4 76.1 9 1 11 3 
12 66.1 62.5 76.5 12 2 11 3 
13 66.4 62.5 76.7 14 2 13 4 
14 66.6 62.4 76.7 16 3 13 4 
15 68.0 61.9 77.4 17 3 14 4 
16 68.4 64.2 78.0 17 3 15 4 
17 67.1 63.2 78.7 18 3 15 4 
18 67.7 63.9 79.3 19 3 17 4 
19 66.4 63.8 78.9 20 3 17 4 
20 66 .5 63.5 78.7 21 3 20 4 
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Table 5. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRS 
for complete dominance, = .9, Pg = .9 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 79.2 79.1 79.2 0 0 0 0 
1 78.9 79.3 79.0 6 0 4 0 
2 78.3 79.3 79.1 6 0 9 0 
3 77.9 78.9 79.1 12 0 12 0 
4 76.6 78.4 79.4 16 0 19 0 
5 76.2 78.6 79.6 20 0 20 0 
6 75.5 77.7 79.5 22 0 20 0 
7 73.9 77.2 79.4 22 0 21 0 
8 74.3 77.0 79.5 24 0 21 0 
9 73.6 78.0 79.6 26 0 24 0 
10 72.9 77.1 79.4 26 0 26 0 
11 72.6 77.2 79.3 26 0 26 0 
12 74.3 77.0 79.4 26 1 28 0 
13 73.8 76.7 79.3 26 1 28 0 
14 74.1 76.3 79.5 26 1 28 0 
15 73.7 76.9 79.6 27 1 30 0 
16 74.6 77.1 79.8 27 1 31 0 
17 73.4 77.0 79.9 28 1 31 0 
18 73.0 76.0 79.9 28 1 32 0 
19 73.5 76.0 79.9 28 1 33 0 
20 73.3 76.1 79.9 28 1 33 0 
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Table 6. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRS 
for complete dominance, = .5, Pg = .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 59.3 14.7 42.6 0 0 0 0 
1 62.6 16.3 47.5 0 0 0 3 
2 65.5 18.2 51.7 0 0 0 7 
3 68.4 19.6 55.9 0 0 0 9 
4 68.2 19.3 57.3 2 0 0 14 
5 70.3 21.7 59.7 4 0 0 16 
6 70.1 21.5 62.6 6 0 0 19 
7 70.4 20.9 63.8 12 0 0 21 
8 71.7 21.7 65.6 13 0 0 22 
9 72.8 22.4 67.5 15 0 0 22 
10 73.7 21.8 68.7 17 0 0 24 
11 74.5 21.5 69.5 18 0 0 26 
12 74.3 21.0 69.2 20 0 1 26 
13 74.6 21.1 70.4 20 0 1 26 
14 76.0 21.1 72.6 22 0 3 27 
15 76.8 20.2 73.7 23 0 3 27 
16 77.1 19.6 74.7 23 0 3 27 
17 77.7 19.8 75.7 25 0 3 27 
18 77.5 19.8 76.4 26 0 3 27 
19 77.7 18.9 76.9 29 0 5 27 
20 78.4 18.7 78.0 31 0 5 27 
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Table 7. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRS 
for complete dominance, = .9, Pg = .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 79.3 15.2 73.1 0 0 0 0 
1 79.7 11.8 74.2 9 0 0 10 
2 79.4 13.9 75.7 19 0 0 15 
3 79,5 14.4 76.2 22 0 0 17 
4 79.8 16.2 77.0 27 0 0 17 
5 79.7 15.6 77.9 31 0 0 17 
6 79.7 14.8 78.3 33 0 0 17 
7 79.4 13.2 78.2 34 0 0 20 
8 79.9 12.0 79.0 36 0 0 23 
9 79.9 10.9 79.1 36 0 0 25 
10 80.0 11.1 79.3 36 0 0 26 
11 79.9 10.1 79.2 36 0 0 28 
12 79.9 10.8 79.2 36 0 0 29 
13 79.9 9.7 79.5 38 0 1 30 
14 80.0 11.2 79.8 38 0 1 31 
15 80.0 10.5 80.0 39 0 1 31 
16 80.0 12.2 80.0 40 0 1 31 
17 80.0 12.2 80.0 40 0 1 31 
18 80.0 12.2 80.0 40 0 1 31 
19 80.0 12.0 80.0 40 0 1 31 
20 80.0 12.5 80.0 40 0 1 31 
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Table 8. Progress of the means and gene fixations with RRSg 
for complete dominance, = .1, Pg = .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 16.3 15.7 15.5 0 0 0 0 
1 25.7 18.4 22.0 0 1 0 4 
2 27.6 24.8 28.5 0 8 0 12 
3 30.2 27.1 31.4 0 10 0 13 
4 33.3 30.9 37.4 0 11 0 13 
5 32.6 32.2 39.8 0 12 0 15 
6 32.9 34.5 45.2 2 13 0 16 
7 36.2 35.7 50.4 4 14 2 18 
8 36.8 37.2 53.1 5 15 5 18 
9 37.9 37.5 56.6 5 17 7 18 
10 38.7 37.9 60.1 6 17 10 18 
11 38.8 38.3 61.3 9 18 13 19 
12 40.2 38.4 63.4 10 18 14 19 
13 40.1 38.0 63.8 11 18 14 19 
14 41.1 38.3 64.3 12 18 14 19 
15 41.2 38.1 66.1 13 18 15 19 
16 41.4 37.4 67.2 14 18 17 19 
17 41.1 39.4 67.8 14 18 17 19 
18 41.0 38.3 68.1 15 18 17 19 
19 41.3 38.3 68.4 16 18 17 19 
20 41.5 38.3 69.4 16 18 17 20 
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Table 9. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSg 
for complete dominance, P^ = .5, Pg = .5 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 59.9 60.5 59.6 0 0 0 0 
1 63.4 62.7 62.2 0 0 0 0 
2 65.0 63.5 65.1 0 0 0 0 
3 67.1 63.7 67.4 1 0 1 0 
4 67.2 63.9 69.7 7 2 1 0 
5 67.8 65.7 72.8 8 2 2 1 
6 67.7 64.4 73.1 10 2 7 2 
7 68.6 62.1 74.6 11 2 9 2 
8 66.8 63.0 75.9 14 2 14 3 
9 68.2 63.7 77.1 16 2 16 3 
10 68.3 63.7 77.1 17 2 16 4 
11 68.5 64.0 78.4 19 2 17 5 
12 67.7 63.8 78.6 20 3 17 5 
13 67.3 64.8 79.3 22 3 19 5 
14 67.2 63.3 79.4 23 4 21 5 
15 67.1 62.6 79.0 24 4 24 5 
16 68.4 62.6 79.1 24 4 24 5 
17 67.5 62.6 79.3 24 4 26 6 
18 67.5 63.3 79.6 25 4 27 6 
19 67.4 63.2 79.7 26 4 28 6 
20 67.9 63.2 79.8 26 4 28 7 
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Table 10, Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSg 
for complete dominance, = .9, Pg = .9 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 79.3 79.1 79.1 0 0 0 0 
1 79.3 79.3 79.2 8 0 12 0 
2 79.0 79.1 79.6 19 0 22 0 
3 78.8 79.2 79.7 23 0 28 0 
4 79.3 78.4 79.6 28 0 30 0 
5 79.1 78.5 79.9 30 0 31 0 
6 79.1 78.7 79.9 31 0 33 0 
7 79.4 78.6 79.8 33 0 34 0 
8 79.1 78.5 79.6 34 0 35 0 
9 78.8 78.8 79.7 35 0 35 0 
10 77.6 78.6 79.6 35 0 36 0 
11 78.2 78.9 79.6 36 0 36 0 
12 77.9 78.4 79.8 36 0 36 0 
13 79.0 77.9 80.0 37 0 36 0 
14 78.9 78.3 79.9 37 0 36 0 
15 78.4 77.6 79.9 37 0 36 0 
16 78.6 77.3 80.0 37 0 37 0 
17 78.9 77.1 80.0 37 0 37 0 
18 79.0 77.6 80.0 37 0 37 0 
19 78.3 78.0 80.0 37 0 37 0 
20 78.4 78.2 80.0 37 0 37 0 
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Table 11. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSs 
for complete dominance, P^ = .5, Pg = .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 59.4 15.3 43.3 0 0 0 0 
1 64.5 18.0 49.9 0 0 0 6 
2 67.6 21.8 54.3 0 0 0 9 
3 71.5 25.5 60.9 2 0 0 11 
4 72.9 28.2 65.1 5 0 1 13 
5 72.1 28.3 67.6 8 0 1 16 
6 72.4 30.1 68.6 10 0 1 18 
7 72.9 30.7 71.2 15 2 2 18 
8 72.9 30.5 71.9 18 2 2 19 
9 73.3 32.2 71.8 18 2 2 19 
10 74.1 32.5 73.6 21 2 3 19 
11 74.4 32.0 74.3 24 2 4 19 
12 73.9 32.6 74.5 25 2 6 20 
13 74.5 32.1 76.0 28 2 7 20 
14 74.7 30.7 76.7 30 2 7 20 
15 75.3 31.5 77.3 32 2 9 21 
16 75.2 29.9 77.5 33 2 9 21 
17 75.0 30.7 77.9 33 2 9 21 
18 75.1 31.0 78.0 34 2 9 21 
19 74.5 30.7 78.0 35 2 9 21 
20 74.4 29.8 78.0 35 2 9 23 
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Table 12. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSg 
for complete dominance, = .9, Pg = .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 79.0 15.1 72.7 0 0 0 0 
1 79.4 14.9 74.6 13 0 0 6 
2 79.7 17.0 76.2 19 0 0 11 
3 79.6 14.8 77.4 29 0 0 18 
4 79.8 13.9 78.6 32 0 0 22 
5 80.0 11.9 79.5 36 0 0 25 
6 80.0 11.3 80.0 40 0 0 27 
7 80.0 11.3 80.0 40 0 0 28 
8 80.0 14.6 80.0 40 0 0 28 
9 80.0 14.4 80.0 40 0 0 28 
10 80.0 13.9 80.0 40 0 0 29 
11 80.0 13.9 80.0 40 0 0 31 
12 80.0 14.1 80.0 40 0 0 31 
13 80.0 14.4 80.0 40 0 0 31 
14 80.0 13.3 80.0 40 0 0 31 
15 80.0 14.2 80.0 40 0 0 31 
16 80.0 12.2 80.0 40 0 1 31 
17 80.0 11.7 80.0 40 0 " 1 32 
18 80.0 11.7 80.0 40 0 2 32 
19 80.0 11.4 80.0 40 0 2 33 
20 80.0 10.5 80.0 40 0 2 33 
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Table 13. Progress of the meanS; and gene fixation with 
RRSc for complete dominance. Pa = -1, Pg = .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 14.4 15.6 14.6 0 0 0 0 
1 19.5 19.6 18.0 0 2 0 2 
2 18.6 23.4 23.0 0 5 0 4 
3 21.0 26.2 25.2 0 7 0 6 
4 22.5 29.5 28.4 0 9 0 7 
5 26.7 32.0 31.9 0 11 0 7 
6 29.1 34.1 37.5 0 12 0 10 
7 30.1 35.4 40.9 0 13 0 10 
8 32.0 36.2 42.2 2 14 0 12 
9 35.2 38.7 46.1 2 14 1 12 
10 37.1 40.4 49.7 3 15 2 12 
11 37.5 41.6 50.6 3 15 4 12 
12 37.4 42.0 54.6 3 15 5 12 
13 40.6 43.4 56.0 4 15 9 13 
14 41.5 44.4 58.3 6 15 10 14 
15 41.9 44.6 57.7 7 15 13 14 
16 43.8 45.4 59.5 8 15 14 14 
17 44.4 46.3 61.3 11 15 14 14 
18 44.8 47.1 61.8 12 15 14 14 
19 45.4 47.8 63.6 12 15 14 14 
20 45.5 48.0 63.9 12 15 17 14 
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Table 14. Progress of the means and gene fixation with 
RRSg for complete dominance, P^ = .5, Pg = .5 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 60.6 59.7 60.8 0 0 0 0 
1 61.8 60.0 61.0 0 0 0 0 
2 65.6 61.8 64.1 0 0 0 0 
3 67.9 62.4 66.9 , 0 0 0 0 
4 69.3 64.0 68.7 1 0 0 0 
5 71.6 66.2 70.8 1 0 1 0 
6 74.2 69.4 70.8 3 0 1 0 
7 75.4 71.0 73.4 5 0 3 0 
8 74.5 72.5 75.6 7 0 4 0 
9 75.4 73.1 75.3 • 9 0 5 0 
10 75.6 73.7 77.2 12 0 9 0 
11 76.4 74.3 78.1 13 0 11 0 
12 76.1 74.6 76.9 14 0 13 0 
13 75.9 74.6 78.1 20 0 14 0 
14 75.1 74.9 77.9 21 0 15 0 
15 75.3 75.4 79.1 22 0 15 0 
16 75.3 75.1 78.4 23 0 18 0 
17 75.8 75.9 79.3 24 0 21 0 
18 76.4 76.2 79.3 24 0 24 0 
19 76.5 76.4 79.7 26 0 25 0 
20 77.6 76.4 79.9 28 0 26 0 
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Table 15. Progress of the means and gene fixation with 
RRSc for complete dominance, P^ = .9, Pg = .9 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 79.1 79.2 79.4 0 0 0 0 
1 79.2 79.4 79.3 7 0 5 0 
2 79.3 79.3 79.1 11 0 8 0 
3 78.5 78.7 79.4 13 0 11 0 
4 78.3 78.6 79.6 15 0 14 0 
5 78.1 78.3 78.9 16 0 21 0 
6 77.8 77.8 78.8 19 0 23 0 
7 77.4 78.6 78.9 20 0 23 0 
8 77.5 77.0 78.5 22 0 24 0 
9 77.8 76.4 78.5 23 0 26 0 
10 77.6 76.9 78.2 27 0 28 0 
11 76.6 76.8 77.8 27 0 29 0 
12 76.0 76.5 77.8 27 0 29 0 
13 76.7 76.5 77.4 27 0 29 0 
14 76.5 74.9 78.5 29 0 29 0 
15 76.4 76.0 77.8 30 0 31 0 
16 75.6 74.8 77.2 30 0 31 0 
17 75.1 74.5 77.1 30 0 31 0 
18 75.2 73.8 76.7 30 0 32 0 
19 76.0 73.9 77.4 31 0 32 1 
20 76.4 73.4 76.6 31 0 32 1 
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Table 16. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSc 
for complete dominance, P^ = .5, Pg = .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 6 0,6 15.9 43.2 0 0 0 0 
1 64.0 16.9 49.6 0 0 0 4 
2 66.9 19.2 51.6 0 0 0 8 
3 68.2 19.5 53.9 1 0 0 11 
4 69.9 20.4 57.4 4 0 0 14 
5 72.4 20.0 62.4 7 0 0 16 
6 74.1 21.4 65.1 9 0 0 17 
7 75.6 21.1 67.8 9 0 0 18 
8 75.8 22.4 69.0 15 0 0 18 
9 77.1 22.8 73.9 20 0 0 18 
10 77.6 23.3 73.2 22 0 1 20 
11 78.3 23.4 74.9 23 0 1 21 
12 78.5 23.4 74.9 25 0 1 22 
13 78.5 24.0 75.0 27 0 1 22 
14 79.3 23.2 76.2 27 0 1 23 
15 79.2 23.5 77.4 28 0 3 23 
16 79.3 25.1 77.5 30 0 4 23 
17 79.5 25.5 78.7 33 0 5 24 
18 79.7 25.4 78.6 34 0 5 24 
19 79.6 25.8 79.4 34 0 5 24 
20 79.8 25.2 79.2 34 0 5 24 
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Table 17. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSc 
for complete dominance, = .9, Pg = .1 
selection Qenotypic means ^oci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 79.5 15.2 72.2 0 0 0 0 
1 79.5 15.0 74.3 9 0 0 4 
2 79.8 15.0 76.3 17 0 0 9 
3 79.7 15.8 77.8 26 0 0 13 
4 79.9 13.9 78.3 28 0 0 15 
5 79.8 15.4 78.3 33 0 0 17 
6 79.7 15.6 78.6 33 0 0 20 
7 79.9 16.8 78.5 35 0 0 21 
8 79.9 15.5 79.0 36 0 0 23 
9 80.0 15.2 79.5 38 0 0 24 
10 80.0 15.0 79.8 38 0 0 24 
11 80.0 15.5 79.6 38 0 0 25 
12 80.0 14.7 80.0 39 0 0 26 
13 80.0 16.3 79.9 39 0 0 26 
14 80.0 17.7 79.9 39 0 0 26 
15 79.8 15.4 79.2 39 0 0 27 
16 79.8 15.4 79.2 39 0 0 27 
17 79.8 15.4 79.9 39 0 0 27 
18 79.9 15.0 79.8 39 0 0 29 
19 80.0 14.7 79.9 39 0 0 30 
20 80.0 14.4 80.0 40 0 0 30 
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Table 18. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRS 
for overdominance, = .1, Pg = .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
g g 
0 15.6 14.4 14.7 0 0 0 0 
1 15.8 17.0 16.4 0 3 0 2 
2 17.4 18.0 19.3 0 7 0 6 
3 17.7 20.2 23.1 0 12 0 7 
4 18.1 19.6 26.6 0 14 0 7 
5 18.4 19.4 29.0 0 14 0 10 
6 19.1 19.6 33.1 0 15 0 12 
7 19.0 18.0 37.3 1 15 1 14 
8 18.3 16.2 42.2 1 15 1 15 
9 16.7 16.2 44.3 1 16 1 16 
10 15.0 15.3 46.2 2 18 1 16 
11 13.5 13.2 48.9 3 18 3 16 
12 14.1 11.8 50.7 4 18 4 16 
13 10.1 9.5 53.5 4 18 7 20 
14 11.0 9.2 54.0 5 18 9 20 
15 9.6 8.6 56.8 6 20 9 20 
16 8.5 9.0 58.3 6 20 10 20 
17 7.6 6.8 60.4 7 20 10 21 
18 7.4 7.0 61.2 9 20 10 21 
19 5.7 6.1 62.1 10 20 11 21 
20 5.4 5.8 63.1 10 21 11 21 
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Table 19. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRS 
for overdominance, = .5, Pg = .5 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
0 39.5 40.1 40.0 0 0 0 •0 
1 39.6 39.8 41.2 0 0 0 0 
2 37.8 36.8 41.9 0 0 0 0 
3 35.5 32.1 40.7 0 0 0 0 
4 35.1 30.6 42.6 1 0 2 0 
5 34.2 29.4 43.4 1 1 2 2 
6 32.6 29.2 44.6 1 1 2 3 
7 27.0 27.8 48.5 3 1 2 3 
8 24.3 24.2 51.8 3 1 4 6 
9 22.6 24.3 53.0 4 2 4 6 
10 20.8 21.9 55.1 5 3 4 7 
11 19.6 22.0 56.0 6 4 6 8 
12 15.7 18.3 59.4 9 7 6 9 
13 12.8 17.7 62.0 10 7 6 9 
14 10.6 17.1 63.9 16 10 6 9 
15 9.8 14.6 65.5 16 11 8 10 
16 8.6 12.8 67.8 16 11 11 10 
17 7.4 10.3 70.5 16 11 12 11 
18 6.0 10.1 71.1 16 13 12 12 
19 4.8 8.2 72.8 17 14 13 14 
20 5.1 6.4 73.9 18 15 15 15 
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Table 20, Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRS 
for overdoininance, = .5, Pg = .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 40.4 15.1 40.4 0 0 0 0 
1 38.9 16.4 43.4 0 0 0 1 
2 35.6 14.1 47.8 0 0 0 6 
3 32.7 15.1 50.2 1 0 0 8 
4 30.7 14.7 51.0 1 0 0 14 
5 30.0 13.0 53.5 1 0 0 16 
6 28.9 10.3 55.6 3 0 0 20 
7 23.9 6.3 59.7 5 0 0 27 
8 23.3 6.4 60.0 8 0 0 28 
9 19.8 5.7 62.4 10 0 0 29 
10 18.2 5.8 63.8 12 0 0 29 
11 15.5 5.5 67.4 13 1 0 30 
12 14.0 4.7 68.4 17 1 0 31 
13 11.6 3.0 70.6 21 1 0 32 
14 10.7 3.1 71.1 23 1 0 32 
15 9.5 2.0 72.8 26 1 0 34 
16 8.2 1.4 74.2 26 1 0 36 
17 7.3 .9 74.6 26 1 1 36 
18 5.5 .2 76.2 29 1 2 37 
19 4.0 .2 77.3 33 1 2 37 
20 3.0 0 77.9 33 2 3 37 
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Table 21. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRS 
for overdominance, * ,9, Pg ± .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g , G g 
0 13.9 14.9 66.2 0 0 0 0 
1 11.3 13.7 67.2 10 0 0 5 
2 9.1 9.2 70.4 18 0 0 15 
3 8.3 6.4 71.9 24 0 0 22 
4 5.8 4.8 74.3 26 0 0 26 
5 4.8 2.1 76.2 28 0 0 34 
6 5.0 1.7 76.1 29 0 0 36 
Table 22. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSg 
for overdominance, = .1, Pg = ,1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
0 15.4 15.0 14.6 0 0 0 0 
1 21.0 16.8 19.7 0 3 0 6 
2 22.5 17.7 23.1 0 8 0 14 
3 23.4 16.5 27.0 0 10 0 18 
4 21.1 14.1 32.4 0 13 0 20 
5 19.8 12.3 36.4 0 15 0 21 
6 19.4 12.0 38.8 0 16 1 22 
7 16.7 11.1 41.4 0 18 2 22 
8 14.4 9.9 46.8 0 18 4 23 
9 11.4 7.5 50.5 4 19 5 23 
10 8.8 6.9 53.5 5 19 6 23 
11 7.2 6.7 54.2 9 19 6 23 
12 5.8 5.1 56.0 12 19 7 25 
13 5.0 3.6 57.0 12 20 8 26 
14 4.2 2.5 58.7 14 20 10 27 
15 3.1 2.3 60.0 15 20 10 27 
16 2.3 2.1 61.1 15, 20 10 27 
17 1.2 0.9 62.7 17 20 11 27 
18 1.0 0.7 63.0 18 20 11 28 
19 0.6 0.9 63.1 18 20 11 28 
20 0.8 0.6 63.3 18 20 11 28 
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Table 23. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSs 
for overdominance, P^ = .5, Pg = .5 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 39.0 39.2 40.0 0 0 0 0 
1 41.1 39.4 39.9 0 0 0 0 
2 37.3 37.6 41.9 0 0 0 1 
3 35.2 36.5 42.7 0 0 0 1 
4 33.3 32.2 46 .6 0 3 1 1 
5 27.9 25.8 51.5 2 3 2 5 
6 24.8 24.1 54.1 3 3 3 7 
7 17.5 20.5 58.6 5 6 3 8 
8 14.9 15.2 63.0 10 7 8 9 
9 11.0 11.8 65.8 10 10 13 9 
10 8.0 9.2 68.6 12 15 16 11 
11 7.2 7.5 69.5 13 15 18 12 
12 5.0 7.2 72.0 14 18 20 12 
13 3.8 6.3 73.8 14 19 20 12 
14 2.9 5.3 75.5 14 21 20 12 
15 3.0 3.0 76.4 14 22 23 13 
16 2.4 2.9 77.5 15 22 23 14 
17 2.0 2.6 77.5 15 23 23 14 
18 1.1 2.6 77.6 15 24 23 14 
19 0.9 2.3 78.3 15 24 23 14 
20 1.1 2.5 78.1 15 24 23 14 
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Table 24. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSg 
for overdominance, = ,5, Pg = .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 39.4 15.2 40.9 0 0 0 0 
1 39.1 13.8 47.5 0 0 0 9 
2 32.1 11.8 51.7 1 0 0 16 
3 27.4 9.4 56.2 3 0 0 24 
4 21.8 7.8 61.6 10 0 0 24 
5 18.5 5.9 63.0 17 0 0 31 
6 15.2 3.8 66 .2 19 0 0 33 
7 11.9 3.0 68.6 21 0 0 34 
8 8.4 2.7 72.5 27 0 0 35 
9 6.1 1.4 74.3 29 0 0 37 
10 6.4 0.0 75.5 29 0 0 40 
11 5.3 0.0 75.5 31 0 0 40 
12 3.7 0.0 76.6 32 0 0 40 
13 3.0 0.0 77.0 35 0 0 40 
14 3.0 0.0 77.6 37 0 0 40 
15 2.8 0.0 77.8 37 0 0 40 
16 3.1 0.0 77.8 37 0 0 40 
17 3.1 0.0 77.3 37 0 0 40 
18 2.0 0.0 78.6 37 0 0 40 
19 2.4 0.0 78.3 37 0 0 40 
20 1.7 0.0 78.6 38 0 0 40 
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Table 25. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSg 
for overdominance, = .9, Pg = ,1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 14.3 14.2 65.5 0 0 0 0 
1 11.1 10.3 69.0 11 0 0 12 
2 9.6 9.2 70.2 15 0 0 21 
3 6.2 7.9 71.4 28 0 0 27 
4 4.8 6.2 73.4 30 0 0 29 
5 4.0 3.7 75.2 30 0 0 34 
6 2.8 2.9 77.1 32 0 0 35 
7 2.3 2.0 77.5 33 0 0 36 
8 0.6 1.3 78.8 38 0 0 37 
9 0.0 0.9 79.5 40 0 0 38 
10 0.0 0.9 79.4 40 0 0 39 
11 0.0 0.4 79.8 40 0 0 39 
12 0.0 0.5 79.6 40 0 0 39 
13 0.0 0.6 79.7 40 0 0 39 
14 0.0 0.4 79.8 40 0 0 39 
15 0.0 0.0 80.0 40 0 0 40 
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Table 26. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSg 
for overdominance, P^ = .1, Pg = .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 14.7 13.9 13.8 0 0 0 0 
1 16.1 14.0 15.7 0 3 0 7 
2 16.5 15.7 17.6 0 4 0 8 
3 17.4 16.9 19.4 0 7 0 12 
4 19.5 18.7 22.6 0 8 0 14 
5 22.8 18.4 26.5 0 9 0 15 
6 20.7 18.7 27.0 0 12 0 15 
7 19.2 18.1 29.7 0 14 0 15 
8 20.6 18.6 32.2 0 15 0 17 
9 19.8 18.5 30.9 0 16 0 18 
10 18.6 17.6 33.1 1 16 0 18 
11 19.8 17.9 35.7 2 16 1 18 
12 17.7 17.1 36.9 2 16 2 18 
13 16.5 16.0 37.6 2 16 2 18 
14 16.6 14.8 40.1 2 16 2 18 
15 16.1 12.6 40.7 3 16 3 18 
16 13.8 10.8 42.0 4 16 5 18 
17 12.1 8.8 43.6 8 16 7 18 
18 10.3 8.5 45.1 9 16 7 18 
19 9.9 6.8 41.3 9 16 9 18 
20 7.6 6.1 43.1 11 17 11 18 
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Table 27. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSc 
for overdominance, = .5, Pg = .5 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 40.7 40.3 39.2 0 0 0 0 
1 40.0 40.1 40.5 0 0 0 0 
2 36.9 36.9 37.6 0 0 0 0 
3 33.8 35.6 41.5 0 0 0 0 
4 30.9 32.9 41.6 2 1 1 0 
5 28.4 31.6 44.1 2 1 1 0 
6 25.4 30.4 44.4 4 2 1 1 
7 24.4 29.6 42.8 4 2 2 1 
8 25.0 29.7 43.1 5 4 2 1 
9 23.1 26.5 44.9 6 5 2 2 
10 21.2 24.6 45.0 6 5 3 4 
11 20.2 23.4 41.8 7 5 3 4 
12 19.8 22.3 40.8 7 7 3 6 
13 19.1 22.7 41.5 7 8 3 7 
14 18.0 22.8 41.7 7 9 3 7 
15 17.9 20.9 40.4 8 9 3 8 
16 16.0 19.6 36.8 8 9 3 9 
17 15.8 18.7 37.5 8 10 4 9 
18 13.6 18.1 35.4 9 11 4 9 
19 14.8 15.8 37.G 9 11 5 11 
20 13.8 15.0 40.4 10 11 6 12 
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Table 28. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSc 
for overdominance, = .5, Pg = .1 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
G 39.7 13.8 37.6 0 0 0 0 
1 40.4 16.9 43.7 0 0 0 4 
2 37.3 15.7 44.1 0 0 0 9 
3 36.1 14.6 47.4 0 0 0 10 
4 31.4 13.6 50.4 0 0 0 13 
5 29.3 14.5 50.9 2 0 0 15 
6 27.2 12.8 53.9 4 0 0 18 
7 23.7 12.9 56.1 8 0 0 21 
8 20.6 14.6 57.8 11 0 0 21 
9 17.2 14.0 61.2 13 0 0 23 
10 15.2 13.9 61.0 14 0 0 23 
11 12.6 13.7 62.6 19 0 0 23 
12 11.3 13.6 64.0 20 0 0 23 
13 10.3 12.7 62.8 20 0 0 23 
14 8.4 12.6 65.4 23 0 0 23 
15 8.3 12.1 64.2 26 0 0 24 
16 7.0 10.7 65.2 27 0 1 24 
17 6.2 9.8 64.0 27 0 1 25 
18 6.0 9.3 65.1 27 0 1 25 
19 6.4 8.7 67.0 29 0 1 26 
20 4.9 8.7 67.5 30 0 1 27 
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Table 29. Progress of the means and gene fixation with RRSg 
for overdominance, P^ = .9, Pg-=.l 
Selection Genotypic means Loci fixed in 
cycle A B Hybrid Population A Population B 
G g G g 
0 14.9 13.9 66.6 0 0 0 0 
1 10.7 11.0 68.2 10 0 0 6 
2 7.0 6.5 72.4 21 0 0 20 
3 4.2 5.0 74.5 28 0 0 26 
4 3.5 3.1 76.1 31 0 0 31 
5 2.8 1.9 77.8 32 0 0 34 
6 3.0 1.5 77.5 34 0 0 36 
7 2.6 2.0 78.1 34 0 0 36 
8 2.2 0.7 78.5 36 0 0 37 
9 1.2 0.2 79.0 37 0 0 39 
10 1.2 0.3 79.2 38 0 0 39 
11 1.2 0.4 79.3 38 0 0 39 
12 1.0 0.0 79.5 39 0 0 40 
13 1.1 0.0 79.2 39 0 0 40 
14 0.8 0.0 79.2 39 0 0 40 
15 0.7 0.0 79.8 39 0 0 40 
16 0.7 0.0 79.7 39 0 0 40 
17 0.9 0.0 79.4 39 0 0 40 
18 0.7 0.0 79.4 39 0 0 40 
19 0.6 0.0 79.4 39 0 0 40 
20 0.7 0.0 79.5 39 0 0 40 
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Table 30, The predicted and actual response to five cycles 
of RRS and RRSg for the completely dominant model 
Starting dominant Predicted ad-
- Actual ad- Predicted Actual 
gene frequency vance from 5 vance from advance advance 
A B cycles RRS 5 cycles RRS from 5 from 5 
cycles cycles 
RRSg RRSg 
.1 .1 16.5 17.8 23.0 23.4 
.5 .5 14.5 10.2 20.0 13.2 
.9 .9 2.5 .4 3.5 .8 
.5 .1 23.5 17.1 32.0 24.3 
.9 .1 9.0 4.8 13.0 6.8 
Table 31. The predicted and actual response to five cycles 
of RRS and RRSg for the overdominant model 
Starting dominant Predicted ad-• Actual ad- Predicted Actual 
gene frequency vance from 5 vance from advance advance 
cycles RRS 5 cycles RRS from 5 from 5 
A B cycles cycles 
RRSg RRSg 
.1 .1 13.6 14.3 19.0 21.8 
.5 .5 0 3.4 0 11.5 
.5 .1 18.0 13.1 25.0 22.1 
.9 .1 13.6 10.0 19.0 9.7 
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Table 32. The additive components of variance with the com­
pletely dominant model for all possible gene 
frequency combinations at 0.2 intervals 
2 2 2 2 
a^G aPg b^G b^g aa'^Ag, bb^A^ ab^Aa ba^A^ 
.1 .9 .3 .7 .2916 .4116 .1764 .6 804 
.1 .9 .5 .5 .2916 .2500 .0900 .8100 
.1 .9 .7 .3 .2916 .0756 .0324 .6 804 
.1 .9 .9 .1 .2916 .0036 .0036 .2916 
.3 .7 .5 .5 .4116 .2500 .2100 .4900 
.3 .7 .7 .3 .4116 .0756 .0756 .4116 
.3 .7 .9 .1 .4116 .0036 .0084 .1764 
.5 .5 .7 .3 .2500 .0756 .0900 .2100 
.5 .5 .9 .1 .2500 .0036 .0100 .0900 
.7 .3 .9 .1 .0756 .0036 .0084 .0324 
Table 33, The predicted and actual response to five cycles 
of RRS for the mixed model 
Starting dominant Predicted Actual 
gene frequency advance from 5 advance from 
A B cycles RRS 5 cycles RRS 
.1 .1 12.3 14.5 
.5 .5 11.3 9.0 
.9 .9 5.1 4.9 
.5 .1 17.5 13.2 
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Figure 1. Rate of progress of reciprocal recurrent 
selection compared to within population 






Figure 2. Rate of progress of reciprocal recurrent 
selection (ab^'ba^ with the average of 
(aaN^ab) and (baKibo) for complete domin­












Figure 3. Mean population progress using RRS with complete dominance, ?&=.!, PB=.l 
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Figure 8. Mean population progress using RRS modified by one generation of selfing 



















Mean population progress using RRS moditiea by one generation of selfing, 
complete dominance, Pa=.5, Pb-.5 
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Figure 10. N'ean population progress using RRS modified by one generation of selling, 
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Figure 11. Mean population progress using RRS modified by ©ne generation of eeifing 
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Figure 12.  Mean population progress using RRS modified by one generali<w of selfing 
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Figure 14. Mean population progress using RRS with constant tester, complete dominance 




































Mean population progress using RRS with cons 
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Figure 31. Mean population progress using RR 
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Mean population progress using RRS modified by one generation of selfing, 
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Figure 25. Mean population 
overdominancet 
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Figure 29. Mean population progress using RRS with constant tester, overdominance. 

